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THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF INTERNATIONAL SALES LAW
Clayton P. Gillette∗
Robert E. Scott∗ ∗

The dramatic growth of international trade has generated corresponding calls for an
increase in uniform sales law to govern these transactions.1 The implicit assumption underlying
these efforts is that the lack of uniformity will increase the costs of writing contracts for parties
to international sales transactions. They will have to bargain over the legal regime (and the
default terms) that will govern their transaction, and the regime that is ultimately selected will be
relatively unfamiliar to at least one of them. Uniform international sales law (ISL) purports to
cure this situation by creating a legal regime with which commercial parties in different
jurisdictions will be familiar and accept without significant additional negotiation.2

Our particular focus in this Article is the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods (CISG), the primary treaty that governs the international exchange of
goods by contract. To the extent that adoption is a measure of success, the CISG has become the
most successful of efforts to create uniform commercial law. As of this writing, the CISG has
been adopted by 63 states. They include most of the major trading nations, although the United
Kingdom and Japan are not parties.
∗ Max E. Greenberg Professor of Law, New York University. We are grateful for the commentary of Herbert
Kronke, Alan Schwartz, and other participants at the Conference on Commercial Law Theory and the CISG hosted
by NYU Law School in Florence, Italy on September 13-15, 2004. We are also grateful for comments from
Bernard Black, Kate Litvak, and participants at faculty workshops at NYU School of Law and the University of
Texas School of Law.
∗∗ David and Mary Distinguished Professor of Law, University of Virginia; Justin W. D’Atri Visiting
Professor of Law, Business and Society, Columbia Law School.
1

See, e.g., Arthur Rosett, Critical Reflections on the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods, 45 Ohio St. L. J. 265, 266-67 (1984).
2

See Paul B. Stephan, The Futility of Unification and Harmonization in International Commercial Law, 39 Va. J.
Int’l L. 743, 750 (1999) (“Increasing the ability of [legal] advisors to understand and to communicate with each
other enhances the value of the service they render independently of any improvement in the legal rules”).
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In theory, a uniform sales law confers significant benefits on parties, at least to the extent
that it embodies in its default rules the solutions to contracting problems that parties would
otherwise choose. This claim follows from the fact that all sales contracts are inevitably
incomplete.3 Since contracting costs are finite while states of the world (and possibly partners)
are infinite, sales contracts contain gaps. Sales law rules are intended to fill many of those gaps;
each rule becomes a default term in the contracts that the rule regulates. Sales law default rules
thus are public goods.4 To serve this function appropriately, however, the default must specify
the contract term that the broadest number of affected parties would choose for themselves.
Otherwise, the process of creating sales law defaults would incur unnecessary costs. The public
would bear the law creation costs of drafting defaults that few parties would choose, and the
individual parties to sales transactions would incur the additional costs of opting out of the
disfavored defaults. This suggests a normative criterion with which to evaluate the substantive
terms of any uniform ISL: The default terms in an ISL will be socially optimal precisely and
only because they do for the parties what the parties cannot as easily do for themselves.

In this article, we argue that the effort to create uniform ISL has predictably failed to
supply contracting parties with the default terms they prefer, thus violating the normative
criterion that justifies the law-making process in the first instance. Our argument rests on three
claims. First, we contend that the process by which uniform law is drafted will dictate the form
3

Contracts can be incomplete in two different senses of the word. A contract is obligationally incomplete when it
fails to specify an outcome for a particular contingency. On the other hand, a contract is obligationally complete
even though it lumps together various states of the world and provides for the same obligations across the states of
each lumped set. Yet, an economist would view such a contract as informationally incomplete because it fails to
discriminate within each set between states that optimally call for different obligations. In this article, we use the
term incomplete in the economic sense described above. See Robert E. Scott & George G. Triantis, Rules,
Standards and Burdens of Proof in Contract Design (mimeo 2005).
4

In theory, the public goods justification for contract law argues for the state to create standardized contract terms
for various populations of contracting parties so to reduce the errors that inhere in incomplete contracting.
Standardized terms and understandings that are recognized and publicized by the state bring a collective wisdom and
experience that parties are unable to generate individually. This process produces an expanding supply of mature,
customary default terms that individual parties could not replicate merely by the expenditure of additional time and
effort. For most parties, the argument goes, such defaults are not only cheaper, but they are also better than do-ityourself ones. Charles J. Goetz & Robert E. Scott, The Limits of Expanded Choice: An Analysis of the
Intereractions Between Express and Implied Contract Terms, 73 Cal. L. Rev. 261, 276,278 (1985)
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that many provisions take. Second, we contend that the legal form dictated by the drafting
process has significant substantive consequences, particularly for the policy objectives of
uniform ISL.5 That leads to our third claim. We predict that in order to achieve ISL that is
widely adopted, those involved in the drafting process will systematically promulgate many
vague standards that contracting parties would not choose for themselves. These defaults cannot
be justified as the inevitable cost of achieving an optimal level of uniformity.6 A uniform ISL is
justified only to the extent that it reduces parties’ contracting costs. If the products of a uniform
ISL are default terms that parties do not want, then the underlying justification for the lawmaking function vanishes. In that case, parties governed by ISL will be motivated to abandon
the uniform law and instead choose among legal regimes that compete to supply parties with
more desirable substantive terms.

As the preceding suggests, in this Article we focus on the incentives of those who draft
ISL in order to make predictions about the form of the default rules that will emerge from the
law making process. The goal of the analysis is to determine the extent to which ISL as it is
actually promulgated coincides with the provisions that would apply if drafters acted in a manner
consistent with the normative goal of drafting legislation that optimally reduces contracting
costs. Initially, one might think that ISL would demonstrate a high level of coincidence between
goals and practice. The political economy literature typically attributes any deviation from
normative goals in the legislative process to the presence of interest groups that are able to gain
disproportionate influence. That seems less of a concern, however, in the case of ISL. That
body of law regulates the conduct of buyers and sellers of goods in transnational markets. These
groups are generally not at loggerheads about ideal law. Buyers in one transaction, after all, are
likely to be sellers in the next. Thus, the asymmetrical interests that lead interest groups to divert
legislative behavior away from the social interest appear to have little application in this context.
5

See Alan Schwartz & Robert E. Scott, The Political Economy of Private Legislatures, 143 U. Penn. L. Rev.
595, 597 (1995). ( “the form and substance of a law are significantly endogenous to the law-creating institution.”).
6

Other commentators have alluded to the risk that the primary sources of ISL contain provisions that are highly
susceptible to nonuniform interpretation. But those commentaries frequently conclude that these imperfections are a
necessary and somewhat remediable cost of creating ISL.
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The reasons for concern, therefore, do not lie primarily in asymmetries in the interests of
buyers and sellers. Rather they lie in the unique processes by which uniform ISL is generated.
These processes must simultaneously deal with conflicting political and commercial issues.
Political interests arise from the fact that uniform ISL must meld different legal, governmental,
and economic interests. The theory of uniform law that we elaborate predicts that efforts to
accommodate these diverse political considerations will cause the law to be drafted at a high
level of abstraction, explicitly to authorize numerous exceptions to the law’s uniform
application, and implicitly to tolerate significant variation in the interpretation of the (formally)
uniform law. On the other hand, commercial interests require legal certainty and predictability so
that parties involved in international trade are able to price the risks, including legal risks, that
their contracts entail.7 Drafting good commercial law thus requires both extensive staffs and
expertise to write the complex rules needed to govern heterogeneous economic
environments–such as the global economies contemplated by an ISL. Our analysis reveals,
however, that the process of drafting ISL has been dominated by individuals concerned with
political, rather than commercial interests. As a result, where commercial and political interests
conflict, the ISL-creation process has subordinated the former to political concerns.

The article proceeds as follows. We begin in Part I with a description of the process by
which the CISG was created. In Part II we develop the normative criterion for a good ISL: A
successful ISL provides standardized default terms that minimize contracting costs and that
parties in consequence prefer. In Part III, we develop a framework for analyzing the ISL
drafting process that focuses on the identity and motivations of the drafters. That Part explains
how such a drafting process predictably generates many ambiguous terms and vague standards
that deviate from the substantive goal of minimizing contracting costs. In Part IV, we examine
the provisions of the CISG in some detail and show that the substantive characteristics we
predict will result from the drafting process do, in fact, appear in that treaty. Part V considers
the alternatives to a uniform ISL. We conclude that if the criterion is to provide the contract
rules that commercial parties want, then a regime in which jurisdictions compete to have firms
7

See, e.g., Stephan, The Futility of Unification, supra note – at 746 (1999).
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that engage in international trade choose the law to govern their contracts will dominate attempts
to draft uniform ISL.

I. THE CREATION OF THE CISG – A BRIEF POLITICAL HISTORY.

A. The Drafting History
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) organized
the effort to create the CISG in response to the failure of prior efforts to create widely acceptable
uniform sales law.8 The International Institute for the Unification of Private Law, or
UNIDROIT, had previously undertaken a three-decade effort that resulted in the 1964
promulgation of two treaties, the Uniform Law for International Sales (ULIS) and the Uniform
Law on the Formation of Contracts for International Sales (ULF). Neither attracted adoption in
more than nine states, in part because the result was considered to have been dominated by
European legal concepts that were not recognized elsewhere. 9 UNCITRAL believed that it
could increase adoptions by revising the prior treaties to reflect a more international flavor.
UNCITRAL’s membership was organized to ensure broad representation in drafting projects.
Membership is limited to delegations from 36 states selected by the United Nations General
Assembly,10 and is allocated along geographic lines. States from Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe,
Latin America, and “Western Europe and Others” all have membership assured under the
UNCITRAL charter.11 Thus, the project of reforming the ULIS and ULF necessarily involved
representation from affluent and developing countries, common law and civil law systems, and
(recall that the project pre-dated democratic movements in Eastern Europe) market-based and

8

The following history is extracted from Bianca and Bonell, and JOHN HONNOLD, UNIFORM LAW FOR
INTERNATIONAL SALES 7-12 (3d ed. 1999).
9

See JOHN HONNOLD, UNIFORM LAW, supra note -- at 9; Michael P. Van Alstine, Dynamic Treaty
Interpretation, 146 U. Penn. L. Rev. 687, 725-26 (1998); Gyula Eörsi, A Propos the 1980 Vienna Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, 31 Am. J. Comp. L. 333, 335 (1983).
10

See Stephan, supra note – at 753.

11

See John Honnold, The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law: Mission and Methods, 27
Am. J. Comp. L. 201, 207 (1979).
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Socialist economies.12

UNCITRAL traditionally employs Working Groups to create initial drafts before
submitting a proposed treaty to a conference of delegates from a broader range of states. The
Working Group consists of representatives from a diverse set of political and economic systems.
Working Groups meet for two to three weeks annually and work primarily from preparatory
materials provided by the Secretariat of UNCITRAL, a full-time body composed largely of
international lawyers.13 The materials prepared by the Secretariat include draft statutory texts
with alternatives that are intended “to facilitate debate and decision with a minimum of
confusion or misunderstanding.”14 Working groups apparently work by consensus and rarely
take formal votes on their proposals. Indeed, proceeding outside of formal majority rule appears
to be a matter of pride for some involved in the Working Groups.15

In the case of the CISG effort, UNCITRAL created an initial Working Group comprising
representatives from a broad geographic, political, and cultural range of states.16 UNICITRAL
charged the Working Group with the development of legislation that would be acceptable “by
countries of different legal, social, and economic systems.”17 The Working Group met in nine
sessions from 1970 through 1977. While the Working Group initially proposed revisions to the
ULIS and the ULF, UNCITRAL ultimately decided to consolidate the two treaties into a single
document. UNCITRAL thus established a Drafting Committee for this purpose composed of
representatives from Chile, Egypt, France, Hungary, India, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, the USSR,

12

Id. at 207-08.

13

Honnold, Mission and Methods, supra note -- at 209; Alejandro M. Garro, Reconciliation of Legal Traditions
in the U.N. Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, 23 Int. Law. 443, n. 25 (1989).
14

Honnold, Mission and Methods, supra note -- at 209.

15

Honnold.
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The original representatives were from Brazil, France, Ghana, Hungary, India, Iran, Japan, Kenya, Mexico,
Norway, Tunisia, USSR, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Representatives from Austria,
Czechosolovakia, the Philippines, and Sierra Leone were added later. See Bianca and Bonell at 6.
17

See JOHN HONNOLD, DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE UNIFORM LAW OF SALES 3 (1989).
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and the United Kingdom.18 That Committee completed its work in 1978. UNCITRAL approved
the draft that resulted and requested the United Nations to convene a Diplomatic Conference to
consider it. That Conference was held at Vienna during a five-week period in 1980.
Representatives of 62 states attended.19 Representatives from a variety of non-governmental and
intergovernmental agencies interested in international trade attended as observers.20 Two
committees performed most of the work for what became known as the Vienna Conference. One
committee prepared the substantive provisions of the CISG, while the other prepared the “final
clauses,” which dealt with such issues as reservations, declarations, and ratification by
Contracting States.21 Members of the Conference debated the text of each article, but ultimately
approved the CISG unanimously. The CISG was then submitted to states for their approval
according to domestic processes for adopting international treaties. According to its terms, the
CISG was to become effective among signatories, denominated “Contracting States,”
approximately one year after the tenth state deposited with the United Nations an instrument
indicating its acceptance of the treaty.22 China, Italy, and the United States became the ninth,

18

Bianca and Bonell at 6.

19

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt,
Finland, France, German Democratic Republic, Germany, Federal Republic of, Ghana, Greece, Hungary, India, Iran,
Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, Nigeria,
Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Singapore, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Yugoslavia
and Zaire. Venezuela sent an observer. See 19 I.L.M. 668 (1980).
Some commentators characterize the participants by reference to their political cultures. Thus, Garro notes that
“Sixty-two nations were represented at the Vienna Conference. Roughly speaking, twenty-two from the ‘Western
developed’ part of the world, eleven from ‘socialist regimes,’ and twenty-nine from ‘Third World’ countries.”
Alejandro M. Garro, Reconciliation of Legal Traditions in the U.N. Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods, 23 Int. Law. 443, 443 (1989).
20

These included the World Bank, the Bank for International Settlements, the Central Office for International
Railway Transport, the Council of Europe, the European Economic Community, the Hague Conference on Private
International Law, the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law, and the International Chamber of
Commerce. Id. Pre-Conference proposals for the convention were circulated to these observers, and they made
comments on various provisions. See HONNOLD, DOCUMENTARY HISTORY at 392. For instance, the ICC
recommended the deletion of an article, similar to present Article 8, concerning a general rule on interpretation. See
id. at 394.
21

Bianca and Bonell at 6.

22

Article 99.
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tenth, and eleventh Contracting States in December 1986. As a result, the CISG became
effective among then-Contracting States as of January 1, 1988. As we noted above, as of this
writing, 63 nations have become Contracting States.
The actual participants in UNCITRAL projects, including the CISG, tend to come from
either universities or ministries in their home state.23 They are appointed by the governments of
their various states, rather than by the United Nations. Appointing authority varies among the
states. In some instances (for instance, Italy), the office of the Secretary of State makes the
appointment; in other instances (for instance, Germany and Switzerland), the appointment is
made by the Ministry of Justice.24 There is apparently no minimum credentialing required for
appointment. Some commentators suggest that the representatives are experts in their field.
Honnold reports that representatives to UNCITRAL projects tend to be academics who work in
commercial or comparative law, practicing attorneys, and members of government ministries
with significant experience in international lawmaking.25 This may be a bit of an overstatement.
While most states do send experts, much of the expertise has been gained from academic study
rather than participation in international business, and some states simply appoint members of
the state’s Permanent Mission to the United Nations. Of the 13 representatives from nations
involved in the first Working Group that led to the CISG, nine were legal academics, three were
bureaucrats, and one was a member of the country’s Permanent Mission to the United Nations.26

Participants receive no remuneration from UNCITRAL. They do, however, typically
receive reimbursement for expenses and a per diem allowance from their home states.
Participation, therefore, is not a full-time occupation. Participants continue to hold their
academic or ministerial positions while serving as participants in the process of drafting the
uniform law.
23

Honnold, Mission and Methods, supra note – at 209.

24

We are grateful to Professor Franco Ferrari, former Legal Officer at the United Nations Office of Legal
Affairs, International Trade Law Branch, for this information.
25

Honnold, Mission and Methods, supra note – at 209. Honnold’s assertion is borne out by a review of the
institutional affiliations of the participants we have been able to trace.
26

HONNOLD, DOCUMENTARY HISTORY at 187-88.
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B. The Structure of the CISG
Given the objective of creating uniform ISL, the CISG is notable both for what it
contains and for what it omits. The first Part, containing 13 Articles, deals with the statute’s
sphere of application. Article 1(1) recites that the CISG applies to “contracts of sale of goods
between parties whose places of business are in different States.” Nevertheless, neither the term
“sale” nor the term “goods” is defined within the CISG, except for exclusions of particular
transactions,27 and the definition of “place of business” leaves significant ambiguity about what
law governs where a party has multiple places of business.28 Part II concerns the formation of
contracts. Part III contains numerous articles that cover substantive provisions of a contract,
such as the obligations of buyers and sellers, remedies for breach, passage of risk, anticipatory
breach, and damages. The final Part concerns procedural issues for the CISG, such as the ability
of those who wish to become Contracting States to declare their unwillingness to be bound by
certain provisions, and the terms under which the CISG becomes effective among Contracting
States.

The CISG explicitly excludes certain aspects of sales law, however. Article 4 recites that
matters of contract validity and the effect of a contract on property rights in the goods sold are
beyond the CISG’s jurisdiction. Thus, nothing in the CISG addresses issues such as
unconscionability, capacity defenses, or the rights of a bona fide purchaser to goods that turn out
to have been stolen. Of perhaps greater importance, the CISG does not provide any mechanism
for resolving disputes that might arise with respect to its own meaning. Article 7(b) requires that
matters governed by the CISG that are not expressly settled in it are to be resolved in accordance
with the “general principles” on which it is based.29 One searches in vain, however, for a
recitation of such principles, with the possible exception of Article 7(a). That provision
27

See Article 2 (excluding certain transactions from the scope of “sale”), Article 3 (excluding certain
transactions in which the buyer supplies materials for goods or in which the “seller” primarily provides labor or
services).
28

For discussion, see Stephan, supra note — at 774.
29

In the absence of such principles, Article 7(b) directs that matters are to be resolved “in conformity with the
law applicable by virtue of the rules of private international law.”
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admonishes those interpreting CISG provisions to promote “the observance of good faith in
international trade.” The quoted phrase, however, is not even accompanied by a definition as
indefinite as the “observance of reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing,” the definition
of good faith within the Uniform Commercial Code.30 Tribunals that apply the CISG, moreover,
are directed to consider the treaty’s “international character and the need to promote uniformity
in its application,” a phrase that is typically understood to encourage uniform interpretation and
to induce national courts and arbitrators to avoid injecting domestic law concepts into their
interpretations of the CISG. The underlying assumption appears to be that courts of one nation
will treat opinions on the provisions of CISG from courts of other nations as at least evidentiary
of the correct interpretation of that provision, even if the foreign opinion is neither authoritative
nor binding precedent. As one commentator indicates, it would seriously jeopardize the
objective of “world-wide uniformity” if “those called on to apply the Convention would resort,
in case of ambiguities or obscurities in the text, to principles and criteria taken from a particular
domestic law.”31

One way to achieve the uniformity objective would be to have an international
commercial court hear cases under the CISG, or at least serve as a court of last resort to resolve
conflicts between domestic courts. But the CISG creates no such apparatus. The reason,
apparently, has less to do with the merits of uniform interpretation than with practical politics.
As Bonell concludes, “[t]o expect that all adhering States, notwithstanding their different social,
political and legal structure, could even agree on conferring to an international tribunal the
exclusive competence to resolve divergencies between the national jurisdictions in the
interpretation of the uniform rules, would be entirely unrealistic.”32

This summary suggests that while the CISG creates law that is formally uniform at the
time of adoption (that is, statutory law that is identical in linguistic form in all jurisdictions that
30

See UCC § 2-103(1)(b),
31

Bianca and Bonell, supra note -- at 75.

32

Id. at 89.
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have adopted it33), subsequent litigation will create many opportunities for nonuniform
interpretations of the treaty’s provisions. As a result the CISG will, over time, fail to supply a
standard language in which solutions to common contracting problems can be cast. But this
erosion of the treaty’s linguistic and interpretive uniformity is not the only or even the principal
concern. Evolving nonuniformity is perhaps inevitable in any legislation that is intended to
apply to heterogeneous situations. Our claim, however, is stronger. Recall that we began with
the assumption that the normative goals of a uniform ISL are to provide the substantive solution
to particular contracting problems that most contracting parties want. In the next Part, we
suggest that most parties would want a commercial law statute to minimize both the costs to the
parties of embodying contracting solutions in written agreements (legal knowledge costs) and
the costs to the parties of solving contracting problems (problem solving costs). We claim in
subsequent Parts that the CISG systematically fails to accomplish this objective, and fails
because of structural defects inherent in the processes by which ISL is drafted.

II. THE NORMATIVE GOALS OF ISL

In order to evaluate whether the CISG is a successful commercial law statute, we must
first identify more precisely just what goals should be pursed in the drafting effort. As we
suggested above, there is a broad consensus that a lack of uniformity in international sales will
increase costs of embodying contracting solutions in written agreements. Parties will have to
bargain generally about the legal regime that will govern their transaction, and, in particular,
about the array of default rules that will be incorporated as implied terms into their sales
contracts. Uniform ISL purports to cure this situation by supplying a standard language in
which solutions to common contracting problems are cast. The standard language reduces
drafting costs and also reduces uncertainty if courts will interpret the words parties use in various
33
See Robert E. Scott, The Uniformity Norm in Commercial Law: A Comparative Analysis of Common Law
and Code Methodologies in JODY S. KRAUS AND STEVEN D. WALT, THE JURISPRUDENTIAL FOUNDATIONS OF
CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL LAW 149 (2000). Given the international nature of the CISG, the statement in the
text is a bit of an overstatement. The CISG has been adopted in six equally authoritative versions, Arabic, Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish. Moreover, it must be translated into other languages in states that do not
primarily use one of the “authoritative” languages. Thus, the text is not literally identical in all states. For various
texts, see http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cisg/text/text.html.
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contracts in the same way. Over time, commercial parties in different jurisdictions will become
familiar with the standard language and will accept the contracting solutions it embodies without
significant additional negotiation. Implicit in this broad statement of purpose, however, are two
distinct (and potentially conflicting) objectives.

A. Minimizing Contracting Costs: Legal Knowledge Costs and Problem Solving
Costs.
The first objective of a successful uniform sales law is to reduce the costs of writing
sales contracts by reducing the costs to particular parties of learning about the legal
consequences of any particular set of sales law rules. A standard legal language and method of
categorizing and interpreting legal rules results in a pro tanto reduction in these “legal
knowledge costs” (the cost involved in learning about the meaning and legal consequences of
express and implied contract terms).34 Indeed, this notion of a uniform legal language and a
“filing system” that permits the storage and retrieval of key information (such as judicial
interpretations of particular provisions) was one of the strongest justifications advanced by Karl
Llewellyn in the 1950's for the adoption of a uniform sales law in the United States.35

But the benefits of a uniform law in reducing legal knowledge costs depends on a second
objective: In a large global economy some sets of parties will dislike particular default terms. A
default rule typically is justified as doing for parties at less cost what they would have done for
themselves. So, it follows that when the cost of creating their own term to govern a particular
situation is less than the gain to them, the parties should be permitted to supplant the uniform
statutory rule. If parties are free to supplant or modify the uniform terms, it follows that the law
maker should attempt to maximize the size of the set of parties that will find any statutory term
acceptable. Put another way, the law maker should seek to minimize the parties’ costs of solving

34

See Steven Walt, Novelty and the Risks of Uniform Sales Law, 39 Va. J. Int’l L. 671 (1999); Marcel Kahan &
Michael Klausner, Standardization and Innovation in Corporate Contracting (or “the Economics of Boilerplate”),
83 Va. L. Rev. 713 (1997).
35

Karl Llewellyn, Why We Need the Uniform Commercial Code, 10 U. Fla. L. Rev. 367, 369 (1957). For discussion,
see Robert E. Scott, The Rise and Fall of Article 2, 62 La. L. Rev. 1009 (2002).
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contracting problems. From this point of view, it would be wrong of the law maker to enact a
default term that a large number of parties will dislike, because then those parties would have to
expend resources drafting their own term.36

From this analysis we derive the normative criterion we suggested above: The default
terms in an ISL will be socially optimal precisely and only because they do for the parties what
the parties cannot as easily do for themselves. Thus, good sales law defaults will reflect the
solution to contracting problems that most parties would prefer. If they do, then the parties’
“problem-solving costs” are reduced. If they do not, then parties will predictably opt out of the
uniform default terms and instead negotiate for any number of party-specific terms that better
suit their contracting goals. Any significant exit from the default terms supplied by the uniform
statute will thus exacerbate rather than ameliorate the parallel problem of reducing legal
knowledge costs. A contract containing many party-specific terms undermines the advantages of
standard language defaults and increases interpretive uncertainty. If the problem-solving
objective of a uniform ISL is not met, therefore, the product will be linguistically uniform upon
enactment, but subsequently parties will either abandon the law entirely or opt out of disfavored
provisions thus undermining even the initial benefits of the standard terms.

B. Why Parties Write Incomplete Contracts
Determining the solutions to common contracting problems that most contracting parties
would prefer requires that we answer yet another question: Why do parties write incomplete
contracts? Most commercial contracts negotiated between sophisticated parties are drafted with
the assistance of legal counsel. Unsurprisingly, therefore, most of these contracts are in writing
with detailed terms and specifications. Yet, whenever a dispute subsequently arises, it turns out
that the contract was seriously incomplete. The parties will have failed to reach an express
36

Commentators and law makers often argue for sales law rules on the ground that these rules are fair. A focus on
fairness would be innocuous if the set of fair rules and the set of efficient (or party preferred) rules perfectly
overlapped. But to the extent that they diverge, then choosing a default rule on the basis of some normative
conception of fairness would be wrong. It would not increase the amount of fair contracts in the world, but it would
increase the amount of contracting costs in the world, as parties contract out of the “fair” but inefficient default
terms. If more than one possible default rule would be efficient, then a decisionmaker could choose among these
rules on some fairness criterion.
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understanding about who should bear a particular risk that has materialized in the interim, or the
contract term that purports to allocate the risk in question will be framed in terms of a broad
standard that requires subsequent interpretation by a court. Why would commercial parties ever
leave such important questions unresolved in their contract?

One possible answer is that contracting parties systematically fail to write complete
contracts (that is to specify the consequences of possible contingencies that may affect their
performance) because the transactions costs of writing complete contracts are too high. One
cost of writing complete contracts is the resource costs of negotiating and reducing to a written
form the agreed upon allocations of risk. Those resource costs, in turn, include not only the time
and effort to negotiate and draft the clauses in question, but also the possibility that in doing so
the parties might make a mistake in their written contract. A clause that they regard as perfectly
clear may, upon subsequent examination, appear ambiguous or vague.37 This “formulation
error” may then lead to costly litigation over the appropriate meaning that should be given to the
clause in question.38

Another significant transaction cost is the burden of adequately identifying in advance
all the possible contingencies that might occur and then specifying the appropriate outcome for
each one. Given the limits of human cognition, some (or all) parties may simply be unable to
identify and foresee all of the uncertain future conditions or may be incapable of characterizing
adequately the complex adaptations required to accommodate all the possibilities that might
37

Although often ignored by courts, there is a linguistic distinction between vague and ambiguous language. A word
is vague to the extent that it can apply to a wide spectrum of referents, or to referents that cluster around a modal
“best instance,” or to somewhat different referents in different people. For classic examples, see Frigaliment
Importing Co. v. B.N.S. Int’l Sales Corp, 190 F. Supp. 116 (S.D.N.Y. 1960) (does “chicken” include all types of
chicken or only a subset?); Highly v. Phillips, 176 Md. 463, 5 A.2d 824 (1939) (does a requirement to remove “all
dirt” from a tract refer also to subsurface sand?). In contrast, ambiguity requires at least two distinct, usually
inconsistent meanings. See, e.g., Petroleum Fin. Corp. v. Cockburn, 241 F.2d 312 (5th Cir. 1957) (missing
punctuation in telegram supported two different readings); Raffles v. Wickelhaus, 159 Eng. Rep. 375 (1864) (seller
required to use the ship called “Peerless” sailing from Bombay but there were two such ships). Language
commonly is vague in the sense that the set of objects to which a word applies is rarely delineated with absolute
precision. True syntactic ambiguity occurs more infrequently.
38

For a more complete discussion of the different ways that parties can err in expressing their mutual understanding
as to who bears what risk and how, see Goetz & Scott, The Limits of Expanded Choice, supra note– at —..
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materialize. 39 Moreover, some contingencies may be of such low probability that it is not worth
providing for them, notwithstanding that the parties are cognizant of it.

There is a second reason why commercial parties may choose to write incomplete
contracts. The information relevant to the clause may be private or hidden from one of the
parties, even though it is available the other. Where such problems of asymmetric information
exist, a rational actor would not expend efforts to draft clauses that condition on the information,
because compliance can neither be observed by that party nor verified to a third party, such as a
court. Assume, for example, that a buyer is unable to monitor and observe the amount of effort
her seller exerts in fabricating the contract goods. Under those conditions, it would be foolish for
the buyer to require a particular effort level. Rather, she might write an incomplete contract even
where the transactions costs were quite low. To do otherwise would require parties either to
disclose information that they wish to keep private or to have enforcement turn on facts that one
or both could not observe or establish in court. Writing an incomplete contract is preferable to
these unpalatable alternatives.40

C. Default Rules and Default Standards
The realization that parties may have good reasons to leave contracts incomplete leads to
the next logical question: How should the drafters of an ISL assist the parties to incomplete
contracts by providing standardized solutions to common contracting problems? If high
transactions costs are the primary reasons why commercial parties write incomplete contracts,
then the law properly should fill the gaps with default terms that solve those problems, assuming
that the drafters’ contracting costs are lower than the sum of the costs to contracting parties. But
this argument rests on the crucial assumption that the drafting bodies that create ISL are capable
of devising cost-effective default rules that would be suitable for many parties. Any rule maker,
whether a statutory drafter or court adjudicating a disputed contract, has finite resources, and so
faces many of the constraints that private parties face. Thus, creating good default rules may not
39

For an elaboration of the ways in which contracting parties cope with the problems of uncertainty and complexity,
see Charles J. Goetz & Robert E. Scott, Principles of Relational Contracts, 67 Va. L. Rev. 1089 (1981).
40

See Alan Schwartz, Incomplete Contracts, 2 New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and Law 277 (1997).
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be cost justified. Indeed, the project of providing default rules for parties who have not created
their own terms often founders either because 1) the costs of creating complex rules for modern,
heterogenous economies exceed the social gains, or 2) simple rules, which may be cost-effective,
seldom can solve complex commercial problems.

The challenge rule-makers face in creating cost-effective default rules is illustrated by the
(relatively small) set of default rules governing sales law that have evolved under the AngloAmerican common law and the few bright line default rules that are found in Article 2 of the
Uniform Commercial Code.41 For example, consider the difference between two possible
contractual gaps.42 In the first case, a fire destroys the seller’s plant prior to manufacture of the
contract goods. Here there are only two relevant future states: A fire could occur or not. A legal
rule-maker with limited resources can attack problems such as the risk of a fire because they
often can be solved with a simple rule: The seller is (or is not) excused when the goods are
destroyed without fault while in her possession. Now assume in the second case that the parties
agree to agree subsequently upon a price in a volatile market, but fail to do so. In the case of
price uncertainty, there are a very large number of possible future states, many of which are
likely. The rule maker, therefore, can not easily create an optimal contract term to solve price
volatility problems because it would be too costly to regulate all of the states that could arise in
all of the existing markets. Instead of creating a rule, therefore, law makers faced with such a
challenge create a standard: “The price is a reasonable price at the time of delivery.”

As we suggested above, creating a default rule may not even be possible where there is
asymmetric information. Defaults must condition on information that the enforcing authority is
able to observe. A default rule that conditions on unverifiable information would create moral
hazard. The possibility that contracts are incomplete because of hidden information or other
related factors further complicates the task for drafters of ISL seeking to create useful default
rules for contracting parties. If the parties themselves would not choose to base contractual
41

See ROBERT E. SCOTT & JODY K. KRAUS, CONTRACT LAW & THEORY 2 ( 3D. ED. 2002).

42

This example is drawn from Alan Schwartz & Robert E. Scott, Contract Theory and The Limits of Contract Law,
113 Yale L.J. 541 (2003).
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contingencies on information that is unobservable or unverifiable, they will elect to opt out of a
legally-supplied default rule that is similarly conditioned on that information.

Nevertheless, law drafters often provide broad standards when the conditions for creating
good default rules are not met.43 Standards are common because the conditions for creating good
default rules are quite difficult to satisfy. Parties are heterogenous in modern economies, good
rules would sometimes have to be complex, and parties often must take into account many
relevant future states of the world. The greater the heterogeneity of the parties and the greater the
variety of contexts to which a particular rule applies, the more convenient (and less costly) it is
for a lawmaker to draft standards that are more open-ended and vague.44

Standards solve the complexity problem that plague default rules because the decision
maker only specifies the content of the parties obligations ex post. In this way, a relevant legal
principle can be applied in litigation to any particular fact pattern that falls within the broad
purposes of the standard. Standards such as “commercial reasonableness” permit courts to
impose solutions to disputes that are sensitive to the particular relationship and that may
distribute losses more equitably between the parties. Unfortunately, despite the utility of
standards in resolving hard cases, standards rarely are a good fit for contracting parties who are
attempting to specify obligations ex ante. By reducing predictability and transparency, standards
may significantly increase the costs of enforcing contractual obligations.

Vague standards can adversely impact contracting costs in several ways. First,
contracting parties typically need specific guidance regarding their performance obligations. For
43

See e.g., the many provisions of Article 2 of the UCC that require a determination of “reasonable” behavior, where
the criteria for finding reasonableness is unspecified. This is not an inevitable response to the problems of
heterogeneity and complexity. As the tax laws illustrate, rules can be complex. The requirement of simplicity for a
good contract law default follows from the fact that contract law rules often are created by courts who lack expertise
and staffs or by private law reform groups (for recommendation to courts or legislatures), who suffer from the same
deficiencies, though to a lesser degree than the courts. Contract law drafters thus are different from administrative
agencies that commonly write complex rules. See Schwartz & Scott, Contract Theory at —.
44

In short, it is less costly for the drafter of a broadly applicable statute to instruct parties to behave “reasonably”
than to draft clear, sensible rules for a large number of contexts. Schwartz & Scott, Political Economy at 618.
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example, a seller generally will want to know what quality level to produce in order to satisfy a
contractual obligation. Telling that seller that its product must “at least satisfy the buyer’s
ordinary purposes” is not a very helpful guide to satisfactory performance.45 As another
illustration, assume that an exogenous event–-such as the war in Iraq-- increases production
costs and the seller faces large losses. In this situation, both parties need to know whether the
seller’s performance has been excused. A misjudgment by either buyer or seller could lead to a
substantial damages liability. There is significant uncertainty in a legal rule that excuses the
seller in this situation but only if her performance has become “impracticable.”46 And from the
buyer’s perspective, directing that his return performance can be suspended but only if
suspension would be “commercially reasonable”47 creates similar uncertainty.48 Standards thus
are useful only when the parties can predict accurately the behaviors that courts will find
sufficient to satisfy the standard’s vague language.49

Standards can also increase the risk of moral hazard and the evasion of contractual
responsibilities. When it is unclear what any party must do, contracting parties have an incentive
to interpret ambiguous circumstances in their favor. For example, assume that a court rules that
the specified price or quantity of goods in a given sales contract was subject to good faith
adjustment and a standard of reasonableness. Thereafter, whenever the market price of similar
goods falls below the contract price a buyer has an incentive to claim that a refusal to pay the
contract price is reasonable. And when raw material costs rise above the contract price, a seller
45

See Uniform Commercial Code § 2-314(2)©).

46

See UCC §2-615(a). Section 261 of the Restatement(Second) of Contracts contains the same rule in almost the
same language.
47

See UCC §2-609(1).

48

Uncertainty of application of a legal standard does not necessarily undermine contractual incentives to perform. In
the classic work by Craswell and Calfee, the authors demonstrate that the effect of uncertainty on deterrence is
context-dependent. Richard Craswell & John E. Calfee, Deterrence and Uncertain Legal Standards, 2 J. L. Econ. &
Org. 279 (1986). But the significant point is that judicially created uncertainty will impair the ability of parties to
gauge accurately their performance obligations ex ante and thus will increase the cost of pricing risk..
49

Schwartz & Scott, Contract Theory, supra note – at 598-601. For an argument that commercial parties often create
combinations of rules and standards in drafting their contracts that confine the “space” within which courts
subsequently select evidentiary proxies that satisfy the standards, see Scott & Triantis, Rules, Standards and
Burdens, supra note —.
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has the incentive to claim that her obligation to deliver the goods in question has become
“commercially unreasonable.” In each instance, the nonperforming party will argue that neither
party assumed that a rise of such actual magnitude could occur. A standard such as this is wise,
therefore, only when the party on whom it confers discretion is otherwise motivated to take both
parties interests equally into account.50

To be sure, commercial parties often include broad standards of reasonableness or effort
in their contracts. Commercial contracts regularly invoke factors such as “best efforts,”
“reasonable expenses,” and “reasonable withholding of consent.” 51 Not only are explicit best
efforts obligations common, they are also the subject of extended negotiations, including
negotiation over seemingly minor linguistic variations.52 But while parties often choose to
include in their contracts broad standards of effort or reasonableness together with more precise
rules does not imply that courts or legislators should attempt to fill gaps with similarly vague
terms. The evidence is that parties adopt these standards in the broader context of complex
contracts that specify both rules and standards in relatively precise combinations. In any event,
when these terms are useful, the parties can always include them in their contract at relatively
low cost. Courts and statutory drafters, therefore, are wise to interpret the absence of vague
standards in particular cases as instructions to limit their construction to the specific terms of the
contract.53

To summarize: The default terms in an ISL will be socially optimal because they do for
the parties what the parties cannot as easily do for themselves. Based on this criterion, a good
50

Id. at 601-03.

51

See University of Missouri-Columbia, Contracting and Organizations Research Institute, CORI Contracts
Library, at http//cori.missouri.edu (last visited Feb. 25, 2005) (Total contracts in CORI database: 24,965. Contracts
with "best efforts"terms: 4,328 (17.34%); Contracts with "reasonable expenses"terms: 2,584 (10.35%); contracts
with "reasonably withheld"terms: 38 (0.0015%); contracts with "unreasonably withheld"terms: 3,525
(14.12%);contracts with "reasonable"terms: 13,281 (53.20%).
52

For example, best efforts can be replaced by “commercially reasonable efforts,” “reasonable efforts” or
“reasonable best efforts.”Kenneth A. Adams, Understanding “Best Efforts” and Its Variants (Including Drafting
Recommendations),” 50 Prac. Law. 11 (2004).
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Scott & Triantis, Rules, Standards and Burdens, supra note –at —.
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default rule54 is one that applies in very few possible future states of the world,55 is efficient in a
highly heterogenous set of circumstances,56 and does not rely on information that parties cannot
establish in court.57 Drafting bodies often create standards when it is too costly for them to
create good default rules. Default standards solve the cost problem that limits the rules a
drafting body can efficiently create. Standards, on the other hand, permit the parties a great deal
of latitude (i.e., the seller must deliver in a “reasonable” time). Therefore, a good default
standard (one that most parties would want) will confer discretion only when the resulting
combination of contractual rules and standards will motivate the party with discretion to
maximize joint rather than individual gains.58 Since combinations of rules and standards in
commercial contracts are highly context-specific, it is unlikely that a general default standard
will succeed in reducing contracting costs for particular parties.

D. The Trade-Off Between Legal Knowledge Costs and Problem-Solving Costs.
From the foregoing, it is clear that a successful ISL is one that 1) reduces legal
knowledge costs (i.e., the costs of embodying contracting solutions in written agreements) and
2) reduces problem-solving costs by providing the parties with the set of default rules and
standards that they would prefer. But there is a tension that frustrates efforts to achieve fully
both of these objectives in any uniform law. Minimizing legal knowledge costs requires a
uniform legal language and method of characterizing legal rules that applies across
heterogeneous economies and cultures. Moreover, to accomplish this objective, the provisions
of the uniform law also must be uniformly interpreted across jurisdictions and over time. We will
54

The decisionmaker specifies the content of a rule in advance. Thus, drivers cannot exceed a 55 mile per hour
speed limit. The decisionmaker specifies the content of a standard ex post. Thus, parties must drive “reasonably” in
the circumstances.
55

If the rule had to cover many different possible future states, it would seldom be cost-justified. See TAN supra.

56

This criterion is a further application of the requirement that the state have a cost advantage over private parties: if
the default rules only applied to particular parties and circumstances, they would seldom be cost-justified. See TAN
supra.
57

See Schwartz & Scott, Contract Theory, supra note —at —.
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Motivating efficient contractual incentives requires the parties a) to constrain the space within which courts can
select evidentiary proxies that satisfy the standard and b) within that space to harness burdens of proof and
presumptions so as to discipline self-interested behavior. Scott & Triantis, supra. Otherwise, the party who relies on
the other’s discretion would be subject to exploitation. See id. at —.
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designate as “formally uniform” a law that reduces legal knowledge costs in that fashion.

But a formally uniform law may not be the best way to achieve the policy goals of a
successful commercial law statute. This is because crafting good default rules becomes harder
the greater the heterogeneity of the economic environments that the law purports to cover. As
we have seen, law makers often resort to standards in such contexts. But contracting parties
prefer default rules to standards, unless those standards are embedded in a contract that
otherwise constrains discretion. And if creating a useful default rule is not cost-justified, parties
prefer designing their own terms to the additional burden of having to opt out of vague or
ambiguous standards.59 An alternative approach, therefore, would be to narrow the scope of the
economic environment that the statute purported to cover so as to regulate only relatively
homogeneous environments. Such a law would sacrifice the formal uniformity of a more
broadly applicable law, but would also increase the probability that the proposed defaults would
offer solutions preferred by many contracting parties. We will designate as “substantively
uniform” those laws that provide parties with their preferred solutions to common contracting
problems but that in consequence lack a standard language 60

With this framework, then, the policy goals that should govern the drafters of ISL can be
more precisely stated: The goal of an ideal ISL should be to maximize the total benefits
achievable from both formal and substantive uniformity. In general, this objective will require
trading off some of the gains from reducing legal knowledge costs in return for greater savings in
problem-solving costs. An ISL is optimal, therefore, if it minimizes the sum of 1) the costs of
embodying contracting solutions in written agreements and 2) the costs of solving common

59

Recall that by vague, we mean not clearly expressed. And by ambiguous, we mean open to more than one
interpretation. See note 37 infra.
60

One way to think about the distinction between formal and substantive uniformity is to contrast Article 2 of the
UCC with the common law of contracts in the United States. Article 2 is formally uniform; it covers 50 plus
jurisdictions and contains many uniform default terms but also many vague standards. In the case of common law
contracts, there are fifty separate jurisdictions, and thus the linguistic uniformity of the UCC is sacrificed. On the
other hand, common law contracts contains many more useful default rules that appear to offer solutions most parties
prefer. Thus, in the terms we use here, the common law of contracts is substantively but not formally uniform. It
remains an empirical question as to which regime best succeeds in reducing total contracting costs.
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contracting problems.

III. THE POLITICS OF DRAFTING INTERNATIONAL SALES LAW

The preceding discussion shows that the optimal trade offs between rules and standards
and between formal and substantive uniformity requires careful and sophisticated policy choices
by law-makers who have access to information about the contracting practices of affected
commercial parties. We turn in Part III to an analysis of the political economy of a uniform ISL.
We argue that the drafters of ISL do not choose between rules and standards and between formal
and substantive uniformity depending upon what rule form would best achieve their policy goals.
Rather, we show that the key trade offs are much more a function of the structural features of the
law making process than they are a function of conscious policy choice.

A. International Sales Law and Compromise
The literature on the political economy of legislation typically analyzes the extent to
which legal provisions correspond to the public interest by focusing on the incentives of those
who are affected by and involved in the drafting and enacting process. These individuals have
sufficient interest in the outcome of proposed legislation to overcome the organizational costs
that otherwise deter participation in the enactment of specific provisions. Targets of the law,
those whose activities the law purports to regulate, have skewed incentives to participate. They
would incur the organizational costs necessary for participation only if doing so allows them to
acquire or retain legal entitlements that confer on members of the group benefits in excess of
those costs. This approach, then, explains the evolution of statutory law by identifying the
interests of particular groups that were involved in the drafting process and aligning those
interests with the substantive results that emerge in final legislation. This literature typically
assumes that if one group dominates the process of lobbying for and drafting legislation, the
resulting law will tend to reflect the interests of that group. Moreover, that law will assign
entitlements with specificity in order to prevent subsequent interpreters from construing vague
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statutory language in a manner inconsistent with the deal that the dominant group has struck.61
To the extent that the dominant groups have interests that deviate from those of the affected
public, the resulting legislation may also fail to coincide with publicly interested legislation.

The concern that dominant interest groups will distort substantive legal results appears to
be less of an issue with respect to ISL. This is true for two reasons. First, the parties to
international sales transactions tend to be sophisticated actors. As a result, any suboptimal
default terms that are embodied in ISL are likely either to be bargained around, at additional cost
to each party, or to be priced into the contract. Second, and perhaps most importantly for our
purposes, the groups whose interests are at stake in international sales—buyers and sellers—do
not necessarily have competing interests. Indeed, the notion that these are different groups is
itself contestable. Those who are buyers in one international transaction are likely to be sellers
in another. A manufacturer in country X that sells its goods to buyers in country Y may still
need to obtain materials from country Z. Some subgroups of buyers, such as consumers, might
wish systematically to favor buyers over sellers and thus might lobby for laws that vindicate
buyer interests.62 ISL, however, tends to exclude consumer transactions, so those groups have a
reduced interest in the promulgation of the legal rules.63

Moreover, the parties that negotiate ISL on behalf of buyers and sellers—potential
Contracting States—are unlikely to favor one of those groups over the other. Even if there are
firms within a nation whose only international business involves buying (for instance, firms that
sell goods domestically but that require raw materials extracted from another state), there are
likely to be other firms in the same state whose only international business is selling (for
instance, firms that extract raw materials for sale to firms in other states). Contracting States,
61

See Schwartz & Scott, Political Economy, supra note –at —.
Consumer groups, for instance, became intensely involved in the projects for revising Article 2 of the
Uniform Commercial Code and the Uniform Computer Information Technology Act. See, e.g., Gail Hildebrand,
63
Article 2(a) of the CISG excludes consumer transactions from its coverage, as long as the seller neither knew
nor ought to have known the consumer nature of the purchaser. The exception was intended both to recognize the
various consumer protection statutes in different jurisdictions and the relative lack of importance of consumer
transactions in international trade. See HONNOLD, DOCUMENTARY HISTORY AT 62 (1989).
62
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therefore, will not necessarily favor buyers or sellers when negotiating ISL.

This does not mean that all nations will agree on the substantive principles of ISL. To
the contrary, in order to be widely accepted, international sales law must attract support from
countries with different economic, political, and legal systems. A developed nation and a
developing nation may disagree, for instance, on the need for writings or on the time necessary
to inspect goods and discover nonconformities because their tradespeople have different levels of
literacy and technological sophistication necessary to satisfy these requirements.64 Nations that
have relatively planned economies may prefer a legal regime different from that of nations with
market economies. Thus, serious debates among nations about the content of ISL are likely to
arise. For instance, there was significant debate at the Diplomatic Conference over the time
periods within which a buyer was required to give notice of nonconforming tender. States took
various positions on the question, with observable divisions between developed and developing
countries and between states that had strict domestic notice requirements and those that had no
notice requirements.65 As others have suggested, ideological positions that might influence
commercial principles are not easily abandoned.66 Socialist countries (recall that the CISG was
drafted before transitions to market economies in many Eastern European and Asian countries)
would be less willing to adopt either principles of contractual autonomy or the primacy of
customs and trade practices that allegedly evolved from developed nations imposing mandates
on trading partners from developing nations. As one would expect, in the negotiations that
ultimately generated the CISG, participating states tended to begin by arguing for
universalization of their own domestic legal rules.

Given the intentionally diverse membership of the Working Groups, the Drafting
Committee and the Diplomatic Conference, there was little likelihood that one group of nations
64

See Gyula Eörsi, A Propos the 1980 Vienna Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, 31
Am. J. Comp. L. 333, 349-50 (1983).
65
See, CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 2, Examination of the Goods and Notice of Non-Conformity,
Articles 38 and 39, http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cisg/CISG-AC-op2.html.
66
See, e.g., Arthur Rosett, Critical Reflections on the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods, 45 Ohio St. L.J. 265, 285 (1984).
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would be able to form a dominant interest group to impose its will on other nations who were
unable to coalesce into meaningful opposition. Nor was that the objective of UNCITRAL
which, after all, was attempting to correct a situation in which the ULIS and ULF had failed to
attract a large number of adoptions because those treaties were considered to have been too
“European.” But achieving formally uniform ISL would therefore require significant
compromise to create legal principles on which states with dissimilar legal doctrines could agree.
The debates that would create those compromises would have to be resolved, if at all, after input
from states that have different interests, rather than through imposition of a solution favored by a
dominant interest group. Thus, one would anticipate that the legal rules that result would have a
very different form than the highly specific entitlements that would be favored by a dominant
interest group.

In theory, this compromise could take any of a number of forms, not each of which would
be inconsistent with the goals of substantive uniformity. For instance, compromise could take
the form of logrolling in which a substantive provision that provided a contract solution
preferred by one sub-group is included in the convention in exchange for inclusion of a
substantive provision preferred by another sub-group. To the extent that both defaults reflect the
terms that the broadest number of affected parties would prefer, the result would be substantively
uniform.67 This possibility, however, is less likely where the objective of the convention is to
create a body of law containing provisions that intersect with and complement each other, so that
each provision must have a certain “fit” with other provisions. If certain principles are selected
from some legal-economic systems, while other principles are selected from other legaleconomic systems, the result may instead be a conflicting set of provisions rather than a
cohesive whole. It would, for instance, make little sense to develop a commercial law system in
which risks were formally allocated in accordance with principles of superior risk bearing, but
damages were then predicated on principles of loss sharing, even if the provisions guiding each
67

To some extent, the drafters of the CISG appear to have adopted this approach. For instance, Article 50 includes a
provision for reduction of the price, a remedy drawn from Roman law and basically unused in common law systems,
in the event of a nonconforming tender. Other remedies (such as damage remedies), however, are drawn directly
from common law systems.
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were both formally and substantively uniform.

Alternatively, compromise might take the form of limiting the application of ISL, either
by (1) permitting parties to contract out of specific provisions in individual contracts; (2) by
allowing individual nations to reject particularly objectionable or contestable provisions of the
convention while adopting more acceptable provisions; or (3) by excluding from coverage
portions of ISL on which the background rules of domestic law vary most widely. These
strategies increase the acceptability of the convention to states that might otherwise resist it.
Because these strategies are explicitly authorized by the treaty’s language, their inclusion in the
treaty does not detract from formal uniformity. But the subsequent narrowing of situations in
which the ISL applies necessarily limits the scope of substantive uniformity that presumably
motivated the ISL’s creation in the first instance.

Finally, drafters in the ISL project may reach compromise by drafting provisions in a
manner that reduces the risk that potential Contracting States will take offense. Schwartz and
Scott predict that this is the form of compromise that will be adopted whenever academic
reformers whose reputation is enhanced by the enactment of any statute that is facially uniform
have a significant role in the drafting process. They conclude that the structural characteristics
of the private legislative groups charged with formulation of sales law in the United States will
result in the promulgation of many vague standards that vest considerable discretion in
subsequent interpreters, such as judges, rather than specifying precise entitlements that follow
from described circumstances.68 In the international context, the parallel argument suggests,
treaties will use vague terms or ambiguous language.69 so that nations with different cultures and
legal systems will find a minimum of objectionable legal provisions.70
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See Schwartz & Scott, Political Economy at —.
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Stephan, supra note — at 779 (“[T]he Convention exists primarily because those involved in its production,
especially in the Working Group, preferred an agreement that offended no one to no instrument at all.”).
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One form of compromise is to draft the substantive law in language that permits
representatives from different legal systems to resolve uncertainties in a manner consistent with
their domestic legal principles.71 Satisfaction of contractual obligations may condition on vague
criteria such as “reasonableness” rather than on more precise criteria. Since most nations would
contend that their domestic legal doctrines are “reasonable,” each nation can believe that
subsequent interpretations of that standard would allow it to continue to follow its current
practices. At least initially, nothing in this language interferes with formal uniformity, in that
each Contracting State can adopt ISL containing identical standards of performance. But
excessive reliance on vague standards of reasonableness will undermine substantive uniformity.
Moreover, this result creates a significant risk that even formal uniformity will break down when
national tribunals variously interpret this language to resolve disputes that arise under the treaty.

The context of creating uniform ISL, then, not only compels compromise, but
compromise of a certain type. There are, of course, potential constraints on drafters’ tendencies
to create uniform law that fails to achieve either the formal or substantive goals of uniformity.
Most obviously, one might imagine that affected commercial parties would intervene to ensure
an optimal level of substantive precision in formally uniform ISL. Alternatively, one might
imagine that potential Contracting States would decline to ratify formally uniform law that failed
to achieve an optimal level of substantive uniformity. In the discussion that follows, however,
we suggest that the structural process by which uniform ISL is created systematically leads to
over-reliance on vague standards that fail both uniformity goals and to underutilization of the
potential constraints on sub-optimal standards.

B. The Incentives of ISL Drafters
In this section, we advance the claim that the drafters of uniform law in general, and
international sales law in particular, have incentives to produce law of suboptimal specificity.
71
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While those tendencies may also exist where law is enacted in public legislatures or through
judicial precedent, they are likely to be moderated in those contexts by the participation in the
process of the commercial groups whose activities will be regulated by the law. Since the
substantive objective of uniform law is to produce default terms that solve common problems in
the way that commercial parties want, their participation in the process will increase the
likelihood any product that survives to enactment will more closely mirror those preferences. As
is well documented in the literature of public choice, law targets often have incentives to
organize in order to effect the substantive content of regulatory law. Indeed, law targets will
frequently be involved in drafting legal provisions, either by submitting proposals to public
legislatures or by having their representatives participate in private law-making bodies that
ultimately submit proposals to public legislatures.72 But the process of making uniform ISL fails
to incorporate the interests of affected commercial parties. Those who draft uniform ISL are not
representatives of commercial parties, have no accountability to them, and have both constituent
interests and self-interest that are inconsistent with the interests of those parties.

In making this analysis, we posit that the substance of ISL is a function of the preferences
of those who draft the law, as constrained and modified by the processes through which that law
is promulgated and enacted. Ideally, the preferences of law drafters are to serve the public
interest and the structure of the law making process is such that law drafters are able to achieve
their policy objectives. Nevertheless, the process by which law is enacted may motivate even
publicly interested law drafters to deviate from their policy goals. Elected legislators, for
instance, may favor laws that maximize opportunities for re-election, or election to higher office.
These legislators may support proposals that benefit groups capable of providing electoral
support, notwithstanding that the proposal creates net costs to the public at large. Alternatively,
elected legislators may pursue particular ideological goals and vote accordingly, notwithstanding
the interests of constituents.73 Elected legislators typically are assisted or impeded in these
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efforts by the structures within which they operate. Obviously, elections themselves serve as the
primary check on deviation from public interest. Public voting requirements, open meeting laws,
and constitutional constraints on the substance of law making (such as private property
protections) similarly limit the capacity of legislators to deviate from constituents’ interests.
Structural characteristics will also affect the legislature’s output. The agenda for voting will
determine the order in which proposals are considered, and that order is likely to affect the
substance of what is ultimately enacted.74 Legislative service typically involves repeat play
among a relatively small group, so that legislators have opportunities both to logroll on multiple
proposals and to create reputations that induce others to defer on matters within a particular
member’s assumed expertise.

As we indicated above, drafters of ISL are not elected representatives of their countries
or of the commercial parties who will be regulated by their activities. They are instead
appointed by the governments of states that belong to UNCITRAL. Thus, they necessarily have
objectives other than re-election. They may, however, desire the equivalent of re-election, that
is, reputational benefits and prestige that flow from participation in a law-making process. We
infer from the fact of membership that the states that send participants have accepted the basic
tenets of UNCITRAL. That is, while it is plausible that states would belong to UNCITRAL in
order to undermine its objectives, we assume that obstructionist efforts would become
transparent and that UNCITRAL would be unlikely to include such participants in its drafting
efforts. Thus, we assume that the states that participate in UNCITRAL efforts to draft
international law share a common view of what would constitute a successful drafting effort.
We further assume that those who accept appointment to a UNCITRAL project substantially, but
imperfectly, internalize the interests of the state that appoints them.75 Three reasons support this
assumption. First, success for the state is likely to mean success for the individual
representative. Whatever reputational benefits the representative can accumulate will likely be
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domestic, so that service to the state will coincide with personal rewards. Second, the
representative may desire appointment to additional projects since these appointments confer
reputational benefits. Thus, the representative is motivated to procure the type of “success” that
the appointing state desires. Third, the state can appoint whomever it wants to the project. The
state has an opportunity to vet potential appointees in advance. The state is unlikely to appoint
someone whom it has reason to believe will pursue an agenda inconsistent with that of the state.

That raises the issue of what would constitute “success” for the state, and hence for the
individual representatives. UNCITRAL itself defines success in terms of drafting uniform
international law that will receive widespread acceptance and adoption. UNCITRAL’s charge to
the initial Working Group on the International Sale of Goods in 1969 was
to ascertain which modifications of the existing texts might render them capable
of wider acceptance by countries of different legal, social and economic systems,
or whether it will be necessary to elaborate a new text for the same purpose, or
what other steps might be taken to further the harmonization or unification of the
law of the international sale of goods.76
Note that the objective was not to consider whether uniform commercial law was desirable. Nor
was the objective to create an ideal international sales law, since that goal might be inconsistent
with the interests of some states and thus fail to be widely adopted. Rather, the objective was to
obtain uniformity. The desire for broad international acceptance may have been particularly
salient with respect to the project that led to the CISG because it was explicitly convened in an
effort to reverse the failure of the ULIS and ULF to generate substantial international support.

As we noted above, this objective of achieving widespread adoption uber alles was not
officially translated into criteria for selecting participants in the drafting process. The resolution
that created UNCITRAL obligated Member States to appoint representatives “in so far as
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possible from among persons of eminence in the field of international trade.”77 Nevertheless, the
single-minded objective of securing widespread adoption is the inevitable by-product of the
appointment of representatives from academia, government ministries, or legal practice. Missing
from this group are representatives of affected commercial interests, who might pursue the
objective of minimizing contracting costs by trading off some of the benefits of formal
uniformity in return for greater substantive uniformity.

It is easy to explain why affected commercial interests would wish to become involved in
drafting law that regulates their activities. That law could either impose significant costs or
confer significant benefits. Direct involvement in the process of law drafting provides tangible
benefits insofar as it either creates entitlements, avoids regulatory costs, or reduces contracting
costs by incorporating the default rules for which most commercial parties would otherwise
negotiate.

But why would ISL law drafters who neither are drawn from commercial interests nor
have those interests as constituents seek to participate? We speculate that, for each participant,
the overriding motivation is to achieve reputation and prestige within his or her profession. As
we explore below, that motivation will have different effects depending on whether the
participant is recruited from academia, government, or the legal profession. But even though
those effects may vary for each participant, participation will bring a certain level of prestige.
Participation in a UNCITRAL project constitutes public confirmation of the participant’s
expertise. Importantly, that reputation is significantly enhanced if the project is successful; that
is, if it results in a convention that is widely adopted. Prestige and enhanced reputation will be
transitory if the participants either fail to achieve agreement or achieve agreement on a proposal
that many potential Contracting States reject. Participants who are affiliated with a project that
is widely adopted, on the other hand, will become known by commercial parties and by
professional colleagues and will likely have additional opportunities to capitalize on their
participation and enhance their prestige.
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ISL participants who wish to enhance their reputation will likely have to seize this
opportunity to attain that objective. Public legislators obtain prestige merely by holding their
legislative position rather than by virtue of the success of any single piece of legislation.
Legislators consider a succession of possible laws, so that failure to achieve success with respect
to any particular legislative proposal does not preclude future success. Thus, they can, and do,
threaten to hold up legislation to which they object without adversely affecting their reputation
as successful legislators. Indeed, in some instances, blocking proposed legislation may enhance
a legislator’s reputation with constituents whose interests would be adversely affected by
enactment.78 Participants in an international commercial law convention, however, gather to
consider only a single piece of legislation. Failure to achieve success with respect to the project
for which they have expertise cannot be compensated by involvement in another unrelated
project on which they are unqualified for appointment. Indeed, failure to achieve success in the
initial project may, by itself, diminish opportunities to participate in subsequent projects. But a
systematic consequence of the desire to enhance one’s reputation for expertise in commercial
law is production of an ISL that achieves formal uniformity by sacrificing substantive
uniformity. To see how this is the case, we next consider in more detail the incentives of each of
the groups typically involved in the drafting process.

1. Legal Academics. Initially, it might be thought that legal academics would seek to
draft sales law rules that minimize contracting costs. After all, law professors typically do not
represent interest groups in the drafting process or otherwise have clients whose interests need to
be served in the drafting process. Moreover, while they serve as representatives of their country,
law professors have professional interests in demonstrating concerns about the merits of the
substantive law and in treating the enterprise as a “client.” Thus, law professors may be more
willing to subordinate the need for compromise, which necessarily drives the process towards
vague standards, and work towards what they perceive as “correct” substantive solutions.
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Nevertheless, the very fact that legal academics don’t have high institutional stakes in the
outcome of the project may make them more susceptible to the personal motivations that affect
the drafting process. Law professors are likely to participate in such projects because success in
drafting a treaty that is enacted enhances their reputation both with other academics and with
practitioners in the field.79 Law professors thus have incentives to favor the facially vague and
ambiguous language that is a necessary precondition to widespread enactment of international
conventions. Moreover, vague terms and facial ambiguity must ultimately be resolved by
reference to some underlying policy, and this provides professors with opportunities to write and
speak about preferable interpretations of the treaty provisions.80 Legal academics may also have
pecuniary interests in vague or ambiguous treaty provisions once they are enacted. Disputes in
international commercial law are frequently resolved by arbitration and legal academics figure
prominently in the business of arbitrating disputes. Ambiguous language is more likely to
provide opportunities for arbitrators to resolve the disputes that inevitably will arise.

2. Legal practitioners. The second group of potential participants consists of legal
practitioners in the area that is the subject of the proposed treaty. These participants also attain
professional prestige by participating in the drafting of successful international commercial law.
Thus, practitioners, like legal academics, have incentives to agree to vague or ambiguous terms
in order to maximize the number of adoptions. But one might believe that these individuals also
serve business clients and thus internalize those clients’ interests in optimizing the precision of
legal rules. This identification with client interests, however, is not likely to influence the form
of the rules that emerge from the drafting process. Recall that the targets of international sales
law are firms that serve as both buyers and sellers. Thus, even a practitioner who seeks to
represent his or her clients’ interest will not necessarily seek to draft legal rules that reflect the
interests of sellers or buyers. Any client of the practitioner that is affected by the law is likely to
be a buyer in some transactions and a seller in others.
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Moreover, there are substantial conflicts that separate the interests of lawyers and those
of their clients during the drafting process. The additional contracting costs generated by a
treaty comprised largely of vague provisions are largely invisible to the commercial parties who
only see the written contract negotiated by their counsel. Lawyers, on the other hand, gain
additional income from drafting complex contracts for their clients after the treaty is enacted so
as to escape the treaty’s vague defaults. Lawyers are further compensated if those vague defaults
require interpretation in a subsequent dispute. Finally, practitioners in the field, like legal
academics, gain additional income by serving as arbitrators in disputes that arise out of
interpretation of the treaty. The frequency of those disputes is likely to increase in relation to the
vagueness or ambiguity of the treaty provisions. Indeed, the central goal of vague standards is to
postpone the interpretation of the default term until the dispute arises ex post. In sum, practicing
lawyers, like legal academics, have strong incentives to compromise differences in the drafting
process by agreeing to vague standards. The same ambiguity that increases the prospects for
enactment, thus enhancing reputation and prestige in the profession, is also likely to enhance
directly the practitioners’ income from representing clients in future sales transactions.

3. Government officials. Many of the participants in UNCITRAL projects are
government officials. For instance, the United States delegation to the Diplomatic Conference
included a member of the State Department, and the head of the Australian delegation was a
member of the Attorney-General’s Department. We assume that these individuals would also
prefer to maximize their professional reputations by participating in a successful process, again
defined as promulgating a treaty that is widely adopted. The resulting prestige may increase the
participant’s opportunity for advancement within the bureaucracy. In states where bureaucrats
shift between public and private sectors, participating in the promulgation of ISL is likely to
enhance the participant’s prospects for lucrative private sector employment. As in the case of
other participants, these benefits are dependant upon the success of the project. Government
participants, therefore, just like their private counterparts, are likely to be concerned primarily
with securing enactment and wide adoption of the project, notwithstanding the lack of
substantive terms that successfully solve contracting problems. As Rosett concludes, “the
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diplomat's drive to be inclusive and reach an agreement on the text of a treaty is at odds with the
needs of the primary user of this particular Convention, the businessperson who has to make
transactional decisions.”81

In some situations, the prospect of reputational gain is mitigated by other incentives
peculiar to bureaucrats. For instance, bureaucrats interested in budget maximization may prefer
costly programs to inexpensive ones,82 or a desire for client service may induce bureaucrats to
favor a program that advances the interests of a particular group of constituents. Drafting ISL,
however, is unlikely to have significant budget effects on government bureaus. The law that
evolves from the drafting process creates default rules for private parties and only rarely will be
used by government actors. Similarly, when disputes arise under the law, they are likely to be
resolved through judicial agents, not through the bureaus that participated.

In one particular instance, however, the substance of an ISL project is likely to have an
adverse effect on a participating bureaucrat’s reputation. Presumably, a state would be more
likely to adopt an international treaty that simply replicated the default rules of existing domestic
commercial law, rather than a treaty that varied dramatically from domestic law. Replication
would both validate the propriety of existing domestic law principles and reduce contracting
costs for domestic businesses. Adoption of domestic law principles of commercial law would
similarly validate the position of the nation as a “leader” in international trade law.

Multinational efforts to promulgate international commercial law, however, cannot
readily generate uniform law that allows all nations to codify their domestic law. The great
variety of legal systems prevents the representatives of individual nations from injecting their
domestic legal principles into international sales law. It is in that sense that compromise is a
prerequisite of uniform law. But as we have suggested, the objective function of participants
informs the kinds of compromise that will result. For government participants in the process, the
81
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inability to obtain international acceptance of a given domestic legal principle may be tolerable
as long as the provision that is ultimately adopted does not explicitly reject the domestic law. A
government participant who can report to her government that the proposed treaty
accommodates domestic legal principles is seen as far more successful than the participant who
reports that the proposed treaty conflicts with or rejects domestic principles. This principle of
accommodation solves a potential puzzle that would otherwise complicate the willingness of
participants to draft a statute with as much ambiguity as we suggest will be embedded in ISL:
Why would a state want to adopt a strategy that maximizes the total number of adoptions of a
vacuous statute? Although we have posited that participants in the drafting process substantially
share the goals of the state that appointed them, their personal objectives that induce them to
draft at a high level of generality may still be acceptable to their principals (the states that
appointed them), because the latter are primarily concerned to avoid ISL that conflicts with
domestic principles. High levels of generality at least gives the appearance of achieving that
goal.

C. The Structural Dynamics of the Drafting Process
1. Strategies for Reaching Agreement. This combination of a desire to promulgate a
treaty that will be widely adopted and a desire to avoid explicit conflict with domestic law
fosters compromise of a particular type. In order to permit representatives from multiple legal
cultures to claim that the proposed treaty is consistent with their domestic legal principles,
drafters must follow one of the following strategies. The first should by now be familiar. Using
language of reasonableness in vague standards permits each representative to claim that the
adopted formally uniform principles are consistent with domestic law, because no state will
contend that its domestic law is unreasonable.

The second strategy is to permit nations substantial freedom to opt out of particular
provisions of the treaty. As we noted above, permitting opting out provides an additional means
of compromise that maximizes adoptions. Such a strategy deters states from rejecting the treaty
because it contains provisions that vary importantly from domestic practice. One might
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anticipate, for example, that there will be variation among legal systems in the calculation of
money damages for nondelivery of goods. Some states might measure damages as of the time of
the breach, while others might measure damages from the time of expected performance. But it
would be surprising if a legal system allowed no damages at all, so that the variations among
legal systems are likely to be somewhat constrained. On the other hand, while some legal
systems that adopt a statute of frauds might disagree on what satisfies that requirement, it would
not be surprising if there are some systems that have no writing requirement at all. The latter
states might find a writing requirement sufficiently foreign to their way of doing business to
induce rejection of the treaty as a whole.

Given the difference in these degrees of variation, one way to maximize adoptions of the
proposed statute would be to include a statute of frauds requirement, but permit states that did
not have writing requirements in their domestic commercial law to adopt the treaty without that
provision. Indeed, the presence of such reservations in commercial law treaties is typically
justified on the explicit basis that they increase the number of adopting states, albeit without
asking whether the subsequent cost to uniformity as states thereafter opt out of the treaty
provisions is worth incurring.83

Once reservations are permitted, they tend to proliferate, in part because the right to
claim a reservation creates moral hazard. States that are unable to generate consensus or to
command a majority in favor of a preferred uniform provision have incentives to behave
strategically. Knowing that other representatives value widespread acceptance, the dissenting
representative can threaten to withhold approval of the treaty unless the represented state can
avoid being bound by proposed provisions that the representative deems particularly offensive.84
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Law drafters do have some incentives to minimize the capacity of states to opt out of
particular provisions. If Contracting States can opt out of too many provisions, then the treaty
may ultimately be perceived as mere sham, form with no substance, and the reputational benefits
that otherwise accrue to the drafters will dissipate. Nevertheless, these costs have a longer
temporal horizon than the positive reputational effects that result from permitting nations to opt
out. Allowing reservations generates immediate benefits insofar as it increases the probability
that many nations will adopt the treaty. The negative effects that result from easy opting out will
materialize, if at all, only in the future. Moreover, the reputational benefits of a widely adopted
ISL project are relatively certain. The negative effects that flow from facilitating opting out are
relatively uncertain. Thus, the net benefits of permitting opting out may exceed the expected
future costs, and drafters could be expected to agree to opt outs as a condition of securing a
state’s approval of the treaty.

The net effect of granting states the option to opt out of disfavored provisions is difficult
to assess a priori. Wholesale opting out reduces the benefits inherent in formal uniformity.
Commercial parties will then be required to expend additional resources to learn of the particular
reservations exercised by the various Contracting States. Thus, permitting Contracting States to
opt out of particular provisions will increase linguistic and learning costs over time. This will
result in a net increase in contracting costs unless drafting parties deploy the opt out option to

response that resulted:
The net result [according to the Czechoslovokian representative] was that countries like Czechoslovakia would
be unable to ratify the Convention because of the effect which article 1(1)(b) would have on the application of
their special legislation on international trade.
The only solution for those countries was to limit the application of the Convention to contracts concluded
between parties having their places of business in different Contracting States. In that manner, the rules of the
special code on international trade would continue to apply to trade transactions involving parties of which one
at least did not have its place of business in a Contracting State.
Other participants, however, were unwilling to remove the extensive jurisdictional grant of Article 1(1)(b). In the
face of the threat of nonadoption by Eastern European states, the Conference ultimately inserted Article 95, which
permitted a state to adopt the CISG, but to declare at the time of adoption that it would not adhere to Article 1(1)(b).
See discussion, Part IVB infra.
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negotiate for more precise default rules that better solve the contracting problem at hand. To the
contrary, we argue in the following section that the peculiar consensus-driven process of the
UNCITRAL working groups will reinforce the already strong incentives to produce excessively
vague and ambiguous defaults.

2. Working Groups and Consensus. Our analysis to this point suggests that those who
participate in the uniform ISL process are motivated to promulgate sales law defaults that take
the form of vague standards rather than precise, bright-line rules even where parties to
transactions governed by ISL would prefer rules to standards. This is particularly so where the
specification of more precise defaults would require narrowing the number and heterogeneity of
the contracting states. We conclude this section by suggesting that, in addition, there is a
structural feature to the ISL process that further supports the tendency to create vague defaults.
Recall that UNCITRAL projects begin with Working Groups who create drafts that are
ultimately submitted to a Diplomatic Conference. The Working Groups typically proceed by
consensus rather than by any voting procedure. Indeed, Honnold reports that voting is anathema
to some proponents of the Working Group process.85 Operating by consensus may well produce
a relatively collegial environment for representatives of different states and minimize the
disagreements that might materialize if there were formal voting. But operating by consensus
will also have important implications for the form of the rules that materialize.

Assume, for instance, that parties operate through majority rule. If each representative’s
preferences about one proposal are not connected to preferences about other proposals, a
majority vote system will produce a result that is consistent with the preferences that the median
voter holds on that proposal. Those in the minority simply lose on the issue and their interests
are irrelevant to the outcome, except insofar as they determine where on a spectrum of opinion
the preference of the median voter lies. If the median voter prefers a given rule, that rule will
prevail, even if there is intense interest on the part of the minority for an alternative rule. If the
rule preferred by the median voter is relatively precise, there is no need for others in the majority
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to dilute the level of precision to accommodate those in the minority.

A consensus system works quite differently. The objective of such a system is to avoid
dissent, not to override it with a majority. This objective implies creating an outcome that
accommodates the interests of all participants. Precise, bright-line rules are unlikely to have that
effect, especially when the proposed rule is considered in an environment populated by
representatives from different legal, political, and economic cultures. Thus, we would anticipate
that the decision to utilize a consensus process at the Working Group stage intensifies the preexisting preferences of representatives for vague or ambiguous legal standards. To be sure, the
Diplomatic Conference ultimately used a majority rule system and held discussions that
generated some dissenting votes. Nevertheless, the initial promulgation of a proposed standard
by consensus makes it more difficult subsequently to substitute more precise rules in the
Diplomatic Conference. Once the preference for a vague standard has been established it has the
advantage of inertia, an effect that is magnified where, as here, many of the individuals who
participated in the Working Groups were also delegates at the Diplomatic Conference.

D. Ex Ante Controls on Suboptimal ISL: The Limits of Monitoring
There are mechanisms that, in theory, would control the incentives of drafters to produce
ISL that fails to minimize contracting costs. One potential constraint on the drafting process
results when affected commercial interests are able to monitor, and thus influence, the
substantive content of the proposed treaty. This can be done at either of two junctures. Affected
commercial interests could monitor the process of drafting ISL. Alternatively, representatives of
those interests could lobby either for the adoption or rejection of a proposed ISL when it reaches
the national legislature. Drafters would presumably be attentive to the possibility of opposition
at either of these stages. That possibility would motivate them to write substantive provisions
that commercial parties prefer because failure to do so would adversely affect the probability of
widespread adoption. Thus, the monitoring capacities of affected commercial parties can
moderate the incentives of drafters to write laws whose substance is inconsistent with
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commercial interests. Commercial parties presumably oppose law that sacrifices substance for
form and thus, in consequence, fails to minimize contracting costs.

The UNCITRAL process does permit “observers” in the meetings where drafts are
discussed by participants.86 Presumably, these observers could lobby for default rules that are
favored by their constituents. Although these observers tend to be international organizations,
they may have close counterparts in countries to which the proposed treaty is submitted and
these counterparts would have reasons to lobby their domestic legislatures if the proposed treaty
contained unfavorable provisions. We might expect, for instance, that domestic trade
associations would have the opportunity to monitor proposed legislation that affected their
members and lobby against treaties that increased contracting costs. Aware of this possibility,
drafters of ISL who wished to maximize adoptions presumably would avoid proposing treaties
that contained language sufficient to provoke opposition in national legislatures. But despite the
participation of observers in the process, we predict that there will be little or no monitoring by
affected commercial interests. Several reasons support this prediction.

First, monitoring is a costly activity. Thus, prospective monitors will only act when they
conclude that doing so generates net expected benefits. Initially, one might surmise that
monitoring costs are low for organizations such as trade associations. These groups have
legislative offices whose primary function is to scrutinize proposed legislation that may affect
association members and to lobby legislators.87 Thus, the marginal cost of identifying,
analyzing, and lobbying with respect to a proposed ISL should be low. But international
commercial treaties are not written with respect to individual industries. Rather, like the CISG,
they are drafted broadly to regulate the trade practices of multiple industries. As a consequence,
monitoring constitutes a club good for the industries that the proposed treaty purports to regulate.
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As in the case of public goods generally, each industry affected by the proposal would benefit
from monitoring, but each could obtain the same benefit without incurring the commensurate
costs if some other beneficiary with similar interests were to undertake the effort. For instance,
both shoe manufacturers and chemical manufacturers that sell their products internationally will
be covered by the CISG. Each, therefore, would benefit from monitoring the proposed treaty in
order to ensure that it did not adversely affect sellers generally. Each, however, could obtain
greater benefits if it did not monitor the proposed legislation, but the other party did. As a
consequence, each has an incentive to avoid monitoring in the hopes that the other will do so,
and monitoring for all industries is likely to be underproduced.88

Second, we suspect there is a correlation between the desire of the ISL drafters to secure
widespread adoption of treaties and the monitoring incentives of affected commercial interests.
Again, costly monitoring is worth incurring where failure to do so threatens to impose significant
adverse effects. Recall, however, that the preference of drafters to encourage adoption of a
formally uniform treaty will lead them to include provisions that facilitate opting out of
objectionable provisions by individual nations. Moreover, as we noted in Part IIA, the policy
goals of a uniform sales law require the preservation of the principle of party autonomy whereby
individual parties can opt out of the treaty and/or particular provisions that they disfavor.
Drafters of ISL have incentives to preserve this principle as it contributes to the probability of
successful enactment. Consequently, affected commercial parties will be motivated to limit their
monitoring to ensuring the right of easy opt-out rather than monitoring the entire treaty for vague
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terms that may increase contracting costs. This is especially true where the costs of vague
standards are mediated through lawyers and thus hidden from the commercial parties themselves.

E. Ex Post Controls on Suboptimal ISL
Even if affected commercial interests cannot effectively monitor ex ante the incentives of
drafters of ISL to promulgate sub-optimally vague standards, enacting bodies could minimize the
adverse consequences of vague terms ex post. This could be accomplished either through treaty
provisions that admonish arbiters to adhere to precedent, or by creating a single entity charged
with making authoritative interpretations of the treaty. In this way, precedent could crystalize
around the standards thereby providing parties with guidance.89

The most obvious method of precluding nonuniform interpretations of ISL is to create an
entity that is charged with making authoritative interpretations that bind other courts and
arbitrators. This procedure would counteract any “homeward” biases affecting national courts
otherwise charged with administering the law,90 and would resolve the inevitable conflicts that
would arise as arbiters from different legal cultures construed the many vague standards of the
treaty. The drafters of ISL are unlikely to create such a tribunal, however. Any such tribunal
would necessarily diminish the sovereignty of national courts within adopting nations. While
some nations might be willing to accept reduced sovereignty over commercial matters in order to
secure more uniform international law, other nations, particularly those heavily invested in
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international trade, would likely be unwilling to do so. Thus, the proposal of such a tribunal
would undermine the objective of attaining universal adoption of the treaty.91

In the alternative, the drafters of ISL can opt for a voluntary mechanism for maintaining
formal uniformity.92 The limitations of such an approach have been well rehearsed.93 The
tendency for a homeward bias induces tribunals both to ignore non-domestic law and to assume
that “international” interpretations reflect domestic ones. Even tribunals that wish to promote
uniform interpretation can only consider those precedents of which they are aware, and
translations that are readily accessible in multiple languages are likely to be sporadic and of
uneven quality.94 The goal of internationality, which assumes a single authoritative solution,
may be further undermined if, as in the case of the CISG, the treaty is promulgated in
“authoritative” versions of the treaty in multiple languages, since provisions within the treaty
may not translate into equivalent meanings.95 Finally, as a practical matter, some courts are
simply unlikely to yield to the admonition for internationality. The absence of any allusion to
decisions of other jurisdictions in Judge Posner’s recent decision to include attorneys’ fees in
damages under the CISG, for instance, suggests that even where ostensibly relevant decisions are
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available, some tribunals are likely to believe that proper international practice can be deduced
from domestic principles alone.96

In summary, both the ex ante and ex post forces that might correct the biases of the ISL
drafting process are likely to be ineffective in the institutional context that creates ISL. The bias
against precise terms and bright line default rules (even where they present the favored solution
to particular contracting problems) can, in theory, be moderated by ex ante monitoring. But the
subtle effects of that bias on contracting costs together with the structural dynamics of the
drafting process make effective monitoring unlikely. Moreover, the proliferation of vague terms
will generate varying interpretations by different courts and arbiters over time and thus will
undermine even the initial benefits of reduced legal knowledge costs. But the same factors that
produce consensus over vague language will stymie efforts to create tribunals that can provide
uniform interpretations. In an important sense, the end result of the effort to produce ISL will
be the worst of both worlds–a sales law that lacks both substantive and formal uniformity and
thus is likely to result in a net increase in contracting costs.

IV. TESTING THE PREDICTIONS: AN ANALYSIS OF CISG
Our analysis to this point suggests that the structure of the ISL drafting process would
produce a treaty 1) that contained many vague and ambiguous provisions resulting in formal
uniformity without substantive uniformity; 2) that allowed nations otherwise bound by CISG
provisions to contract out with relative ease; and 3) that would generate divergent interpretations
undermining even the initial benefits of formal uniformity. In this Part, we ask whether the
CISG displays those characteristics. By and large, we find our theoretical predictions confirmed
by the terms of the treaty. To be sure, correlation does not prove causation. Some of the
pressure to produce vague standards results from the heterogeneity of circumstances covered by
any uniform law and not from the peculiar processes for drafting this treaty. For instance, given
96
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the range of goods covered by the CISG, we would anticipate that drafters could not easily
specify a precise period of inspection for every case. Perishable goods should be inspected more
quickly than nonperishable goods, and goods for which there is minimal variation in demand or
price might properly warrant a longer inspection period than goods that suffer seasonable
variations in demand or price. Thus, a generic standard such as “as short a time as possible”
might be the only possible default that fit heterogeneous circumstances.

That does not imply, however, that such a default is substantively optimal. If parties
would prefer a more precise contract provision governing the time for inspection, then the vague
standard “as short a time as possible” would be inefficient: It would require wasteful drafting
resources to create it and additional resources for parties subsequently to opt out of the
disfavored default. One lesson from this analysis is simply that any uniform law that seeks to
cover heterogeneous contexts will necessarily contain more vague default standards than the
affected commercial parties would otherwise prefer. Our claim, therefore, is not that CISG
provisions consistent with our predictions demonstrate that the UNCITRAL drafters have
promulgated a uniquely inefficient set of international sales law rules. Rather our claim is that
any uniform law covering heterogeneous contexts will systematically generate vague and
abstract defaults and that the peculiar process that produced the CISG exacerbates that
fundamental tendency. It is this pessimism about the incapacity of uniform international sales
law to generate the default rules that parties prefer that leads us in Part V to consider alternative
schemes for regulating international sales transactions.

A. Vague Default Standards and Ambiguous Language.
As we predict, vague standards pervade the CISG. We have already indicated that the
CISG fails to resolve some basic issues of ISL, such as what constitutes a “sale” or a “good”
subject to its coverage. It is perhaps sufficient to add that, even with respect to those issues the
CISG does address, parties’ obligations and entitlements tend to condition on criteria that must
be resolved subsequent to their transaction. Van Alstine has demonstrated that in no fewer than
31 instances, the CISG “variously measures the parties’ conduct from the perspective of a
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‘reasonable person,’ defines rights or obligations with reference to what is ‘reasonable’ or
‘unreasonable,’ [or] requires certain actions or notices within a ‘reasonable’ time.”97 Other
evidence of vagueness includes the definition of a “fundamental breach,” the existence of which
is necessary to permit a party to avoid a contract and bring an action for damages. Article 25
classifies a breach as “fundamental” if it “results in such detriment to the other party as
substantially to deprive him of what he is entitled to expect under the contract.”

Uncertainty results not only from the many vague standards, but also from the use of
ambiguous language that may have different meanings in different cultures. Just as the phrase
“chicken” may have different meanings in different contexts,98 different legal cultures may
understand the same formal legal rule to assign entitlements differently. Any such ambiguity
may easily be resolved by stating explicitly which entitlement the rule embodies. But the
drafters of the CISG at least occasionally preferred to retain the ambiguity, presumably to
maximize acceptance. For example, Article 16(2) provides that an offer cannot be revoked:
(a) if it indicates, whether by stating a fixed time for acceptance or otherwise, that it is
irrevocable; or
(b) if it was reasonable for the offeree to rely on the offer as being irrevocable and the
offeree has acted in reliance on the offer.
The provision in (a) is ambiguous as to what happens to an offer that states a fixed time for
acceptance but does not explicitly provide that the offer is revocable prior to that time. In at
least some common law countries, an offer is generally revocable until acceptance; the inclusion
of a period after which the offer lapses has no effect on the revocability of the offer prior to that
time. Civil law, however, provides that inclusion of an expiration time for acceptance implicitly
indicates that the offer is irrevocable until that time. Thus, an offer that included a clause stating
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that acceptance must occur “prior to January 1” might be deemed to preclude revocation prior to
that date by civil lawyers, but revocable even before that date by common lawyers.

This distinction was not lost on participants at the Diplomatic Conference. The delegate
from the United Kingdom introduced an amendment to clarify the provision with an explicit
statement that indicating a fixed period without any “clear indication that the offer was intended
to be irrevocable” did not make the offer irrevocable.99 The Japanese delegate responded that it
could not accept such an amendment and that the proper reading of the provision was consistent
with the civil law tradition: “when the offeror fixed a time for acceptance, the offer was
irrevocable during that time.”100 The Norwegian and United States delegates suggested that the
language remain as it was (and as it now stands) and that the matter be left for the courts to
resolve.101 Hence, the United Kingdom’s proposed amendment was rejected by a 31 to 7 vote.

The West German delegate then proposed that the provision be redrafted to “state
unambiguously that fixing a time for acceptance of itself made the offer irrevocable.”102 This
amendment met the same fate as the one that the United Kingdom proposed. Although the
French delegate complained that “a compromise grounded in ambiguity was undesirable,”103 and
the Greek delegate asserted that it was “not acceptable that one interpretation would apply when
the parties to a contract were nationals of a common law country and another when those parties
were nationals of a civil law country,”104 an explicit desire for ambiguity and resolution through
subsequent interpretation ruled the day. The United States delegate expressed a desire to retain
the implicit compromise and deemed an effort to impose the civil law interpretation on common
law legal systems would be “unacceptable in the United States.”105 After additional colloquy, in
which no delegate was willing to abandon its domestic position on the issue, the West German
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delegate declared that he would not press the issue and would “rely on courts to find some
reasonable common interpretation in cases of difficulty.106 The Article was adopted as written
and deliberate ambiguity prevailed.107

B. The Ability to Opt-Out

1. Opting Out by Contracting States. The CISG entirely omits some issues that are
crucial to sales disputes, but that were considered too controversial to be addressed within any
treaty that would garner substantial adoption. Most notably, Article 4 excludes from coverage
any rules dealing with contract “validity.” Domestic law on issues such as unconscionability
were considered too variable to permit resolution on a universal basis. The result is a contraction
of the sphere in which the CISG could plausibly promote either formal or substantive uniformity.

Even within those areas that the CISG purports to govern, however, opting out imposes a
constraint on the possible scope of uniformity. We suggested above that uniform law drafters
who seek to maximize adoptions would include an opt-out procedure whereby individual nations
that adopted the uniform law would be permitted to opt out of certain provisions to which they
objected strongly. We predicted that inclusion of this procedure would have the direct effect of
reducing opposition to a proposed international commercial law because adopting states would
be able to avoid being governed by provisions they opposed. As we noted above, the CISG
retains the right of Contracting States to opt out of disfavored provisions of the treaty. Article
92(1) permits states to adopt the CISG, but to declare at the time of approval that they will not be
bound by Part II, concerning the formation of contracts, or Part III, concerning the Sale of
Goods. Article 93 permits a Contracting State to take exceptions for certain territorial units.
Article 94 permits Contracting States that have the same or closely related international sales
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rules as another state to declare that the CISG does not apply to transactions between businesses
located in those states. Article 95 permits a state to adopt the CISG, but to avoid being bound by
the jurisdictional provision that makes the treaty applicable in contracts between businesses in
Contracting States and businesses in non-Contracting States. Article 96 permits a Contracting
State whose legislation includes a statute of frauds for contracts of sale to make a declaration that
conflicting provisions in the CISG do not apply to an international sales contract that involves a
party that has its place of business in that state.

The ability to make these declarations has been widely utilized. The Scandavian
countries – Denmark, Finland, Sweden, and Norway – have declared that they would not be
bound by Part II concerning contract formation. Several states have submitted Article 93
declarations to except certain of its territories from coverage by the CISG. For instance,
Australia has declared that the Convention shall not apply to the territories of Christmas Island,
the Cocos (Keeling) Islands and the Ashmore and Cartier Islands.108 China, Singapore,
St.Vincent & Grenadines, and the United States have exercised the Article 95 right to declare
that they would not be bound by Article 1(1)(b), which makes the CISG applicable to contracts
between a business located in a Contracting State and a business located in a non-Contracting
State.109 Argentina, Belarus, Chile, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Russian Federation,
Ukraine, and perhaps China110 have made Article 96 declarations.

Finally, although there is no explicit reservation with respect to Article 46, which adopts
the European position that allows buyers to require specific performance by a seller without any
showing of unique circumstances, Article 28 assuages the concerns of those jurisdictions, such
108
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as the United States and England, that permit specific performance only in exceptional
circumstances. Article 28 permits courts to refuse to enter a judgment for specific performance
unless it would do so under its own law in respect of similar sales contracts not governed by the
CISG. While the interpretation of “similar sales contracts” is fraught with its own difficulties,111
the insertion of Article 28 reduces the risk that sellers sued in their home jurisdiction will face
performance obligations that exceed those to which they are accustomed under domestic law.

2. Opting out by individual parties. We also predicted that provisions of the proposed
law would be drafted as defaults, so that individual parties governed by the law could bargain
around its provisions. Permitting individual parties to opt out is consistent with the policy goal
of minimizing contracting costs by providing parties only with the terms they prefer.112 But
permitting individual parties to opt out also has the secondary effect of reducing the incentives of
affected parties to monitor the drafting process.113

Moreover, we predicted that the ability of individual parties to opt out of CISG entirely
would be widely exercised, reflecting the failure of the treaty to provide the default terms that
affected commercial parties would otherwise prefer. A successful “substantively uniform” ISL
would result in only a minimal amount of opting out. To be sure, parties in industries that had
created extensive and longstanding tools of self-regulation might be less in need of statesupplied uniform law, and thus might in any case exercise their Article 6 right to exclude CISG
from their contracts.114 But if the substantive provisions of CISG reflect the solutions to
common contracting problems which most commercial parties prefer, we would anticipate that
111
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wholesale opting out would not occur for most international sales transactions.

Article 6 explicitly authorizes parties to individual contracts to opt out of the CISG
entirely.115 Parties may contract out of the CISG either by an explicit statement or implicitly,
such as by agreeing to a specific provision of domestic law that conflicts with the parallel
provision in the CISG. We are not aware of any study of the rate of opting out in contracts to
which the CISG would otherwise be applicable.116 Professor De Ly reports that some
commodity associations have explicitly excluded the CISG from their contracts, but that is
consistent with the view that industries with longstanding self-regulatory regimes will benefit
least from generic law-making efforts.117 He further suggests that attorneys in those countries
whose domestic law is closest to that of the CISG may be least likely to counsel exclusion.118
Nevertheless, our anecdotal evidence from conversations with attorneys who deal in
international sales is that a substantial amount of opting out occurs.

Wholesale opting out does not necessarily demonstrate that the CISG fails to incorporate
substantively optimal default rules. The same motivations that may have informed the CISG
drafting process may also affect those lawyers who draft contracts for firms involved in
international trade. Attorneys have incentives to avoid investing in learning about novel law,
and thus they incorporate into their contracts legal principles with which they are already
familiar. This possibility is consistent with De Ly’s observation that attorneys and trade
associations in the Netherlands, the law of which largely reflects CISG principles, tend not to
exclude the CISG.119 In any event, we would expect to see a lag between the time of adoption
and the embrace of even an optimal commercial law by lawyers otherwise unfamiliar with its
terms. Given that the CISG is still in its first decade in many jurisdictions, attorneys may not
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wish to subject their clients to the uncertainties of its provisions until domestic courts have
produced more definitive interpretations of even relatively precise obligations. Finally, De Ly
suggests that opting out may exemplify the CISG’s success in balancing the interests of buyers
and sellers. He speculates that non-CISG domestic law may be more favorable to either buyers
or sellers, and that parties who believe that they have sufficient bargaining power to impose
clauses on other parties at low cost will attempt to incorporate the more favorable domestic
clause into their contracts.120

We are skeptical that the current pattern of opting out is primarily attributable to attorney
ignorance or self-interest or unequal bargaining power rather than a reflection of the treaty’s
substantive failures. Competition among attorneys and the capacity to attract business or to
obtain advancement within a firm by developing expertise, especially in a growth area such as
international sales, should offset tendencies towards slack in learning about the CISG. Unequal
bargaining power explanations also seem unpersuasive. Parties in international trade tend to be
sophisticated repeat players. This suggests that contractual risk allocations will be priced into
contractual terms, and efforts at advantage taking will generate reputational costs. Moreover,
while particular provisions of domestic law may favor either buyers or sellers, it is less clear that
any nation’s law would systematically favor one group over the other. As we have noted above,
those who act as sellers will also act as buyers. As a result, even dominant firms in domestic
commerce have little reason to create law that systematically favors one side over the other.
Persistent and substantial opting out of the CISG, therefore, is likely to reflect a distaste for its
substantive terms.

C. Non-Uniform Judicial Interpretation.
We indicated above that one mechanism for maintaining formal uniformity consists of
admonishing courts and arbitrators that apply provisions of ISL to defer to precedents decided in
other forums. Article 7(1) thus exhorts courts and arbitrators that interpret the CISG to have
120
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regard for “its international character and the need to promote uniformity in its application. . . .”
That admonition, however, appears to have been honored largely in the breach. Significant
debate exists about the degree of deference that courts of one Contracting State should give to
opinions from courts of another Contracting State. No court takes the position that precedent
alone binds foreign courts in their interpretation of the CISG. It is difficult to disagree with
Joseph Lookofsky’s conclusion that foreign court decisions “at most must have ‘persuasive’
(non-binding) value,” where persuasion ultimately depends on the reasoning of the prior court
rather than the mere existence of its opinion.121 As a result, we would expect that foreign courts
will do little more than “take account” of relevant foreign decisions.122 Uniform interpretation
will follow, if at all, only if courts in various jurisdictions agree that a particular resolution of an
issue raised by the CISG is desirable on its own merits, rather than because it was selected as the
appropriate resolution by some other court. Where multiple reasonable resolutions of an issue
exist, there is little reason to believe that consensus on a single resolution will emerge.

To date, the failure to defer to prior foreign decisions has led to interpretive variations
that seem inconsistent with the admonition of Article 7(1). The dispute over the period in which
buyers must provide notice of non-conformity is only the most notorious example of nonuniformity in the case law.123 The current Draft UNCITRAL Digest, which purports to
summarize case law under the CISG, demonstrates the pervasiveness of judicial disagreement
over issues such as the role of estoppel in interpreting the “good faith” obligation of parties
under Article 7,124 the existence of and terms of a contract created through an exchange of
standardized forms,125 the standards by which to measure whether the goods are of the quality
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required by Article 35,126 the calculation of interest rates for damages,127 the award of attorneys’
fees,128 and damages in “lost volume” cases.129

These interpretive disparities might initially be considered to be the inevitable result of a
relatively new body of statutory law that will be resolved with the passage of time. Given the
absence of any uniform means of resolving disputes and the natural antipathy that any
jurisdiction will have to subordinating its opinion to the decision of another jurisdiction,
however, there are neither the incentives nor the mechanisms for reducing interpretive variance.
To the contrary, we would anticipate that as decisions become more numerous and are handed
down by additional jurisdictions, without any formal mechanism for deciding which decisions
are “correct,” the scope of non-uniform interpretation will increase.

V. THE ALTERNATIVE TO UNIFORM ISL: COMPETITION FOR LAW

Criticism of the CISG requires an answer to the question: compared to what? The same
compromises that gave rise to ambiguous language and vague standards within the CISG are
largely inevitable in any effort to generate uniform ISL. Prior efforts arguably foundered on a
failure to achieve sufficient compromise.130 Similarly, the very nature of international sales law
will either require some vague standards or require parties to bargain over precise terms in the
absence of any defaults (as they do with price terms, for example). Thus, even if the results in the
CISG are less than ideal, one might be tempted to claim that they are the necessary cost of
obtaining a respectable degree of international uniformity.

That response, however, begs an essential question that is insufficiently examined in the
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literature on the CISG. The underlying assumption of that literature is that any defects in the
CISG are worth incurring because they are necessary to achieve uniformity. But is uniformity
either a desirable or achievable objective in international sales law? To be sure, in the absence
of uniform law, parties to international sales transactions will have to make choices about which
national law should govern their transaction, and that law is likely to contain many broad
standards. Thus, vague standards in international sales law are problematic only if they increase
contracting costs, net of the savings from the parties’ having to learn only one body of law rather
than several bodies of national law. That is a difficult empirical claim to maintain in the absence
of information about the level of vagueness that exists in a world without the CISG or some
plausibly superior ISL.

Nevertheless, the enterprise of ISL is suspect because it reflects a peculiar anomaly about
law making. Once we think of law as a product of a particular set of preferences and structures,
its production has the characteristics of other, more tangible products. The standard impetus for
improving more mundane products, however, involves competitive markets rather than
harmonization. Certainly, harmonization has its benefits where, for instance, network effects
will cause the value of a product to increase with the number of users. It is less clear, however,
that commercial law, even international commercial law, shares enough of the characteristics of
goods with network effects to overcome the tendencies of harmonized law to take suboptimal
forms. Indeed, at least in the United States, a significant literature dealing with corporate law, a
close cousin of commercial law, asserts that competition among decentralized government units
will create more efficient legal rules.

Some jurisdictions have explicitly marketed their commercial law as a superior product
and eliminated or reduced jurisdictional barriers that would otherwise preclude commercial
parties from taking advantage of their law. The state of New York, for instance, has enacted a
statute permitting parties in a case involving more than $250,000 to choose New York law to
govern their transaction even if that transaction has no other contact with New York.131 And at
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least one plausible explanation for England’s continued refusal to adopt the CISG is the belief of
decision makers in that nation that its well-developed body of commercial law is superior to the
CISG and will continue to be selected as the law governing sales transactions by well-informed
commercial actors.132 To be sure, these efforts may themselves be the result of successful
interest group capture by protectionist commercial lawyers of these jurisdictions.133 But even if
that is the case, the ultimate success or failure of those groups should be determined by the
ability of the domestic law that they are protecting to survive in the marketplace for international
commercial law. Even if English attorneys constitute a formidable interest group dedicated to
maintaining the primacy of English commercial law, they cannot easily compel commercial
actors from other jurisdictions to apply English law to their contracts if some alternative body of
legal principles is superior.134

This last point suggests the potential irrelevance of the normative question: Is a uniform
ISL preferable to competition among alternative state systems? Ignored in the debate over the
relative merits of the CISG has been the fact that sales law regulates a consensual activity. This
means that the parties to contractual agreements have a choice between the CISG as the
governing law of their transaction and other alternatives. The peril that the CISG faces is that
most commercial parties may simply choose to opt out of it entirely in favor of less costly
alternatives. That is certainly the prediction that follows from our analysis of the dynamics of the
ISL lawmaking process. It is tempting to suggest, therefore, that even if our criticisms are
accurate, they are beside the point. Sophisticated parties will not be injured because they will
negotiate for more hospitable governing law. Unsophisticated parties, on the other hand, will not
necessarily be harmed because, but for the CISG, their transactions would have been governed
by some alternative body of law of which they were presumably unaware (that is the source of
132
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their being unsophisticated) and that does not necessarily make them better off than the CISG
does.

This “so what” response ignores the ways that elevating the CISG to the default
governing law in ISL creates costly barriers to the further development of optimal commercial
law rules for international trade. First, take the case in which parties did not choose governing
law. In the absence of the CISG, the governing law of a specific jurisdiction would apply, and
that law would be determined by international choice of law rules. While we cannot say that
every jurisdiction’s law that might be selected in this event would be superior to the CISG, those
domestic laws will tend to be superior over time, at least to the extent that commercial actors in
those jurisdictions have the capacity to influence the development of their domestic commercial
law. That is because, unlike domestic commercial law that might govern the transactions, any
flaws in the CISG are likely to be locked in. There exists no mechanism by which the CISG can
be amended to take into account technological or structural changes in commercial transactions,
or to alter legal principles that turn out, in practice, to operate less well than the law drafters
anticipated. When combined with the fact that no tribunal can correct errors of national courts or
command that one interpretation of a provision be favored over another, the incapacity to adapt
the CISG to changing conditions suggests that it will necessarily evolve as an inferior alternative
to the more adaptable sales law rules of individual states.

Now take the case of sophisticated actors who will actually bargain about the governing
law for their transaction. One might argue that the CISG, in fact, expands the choices available
to commercial parties choosing among competing commercial law regimes. They can select the
law of a particular jurisdiction if they so choose. The CISG, on this understanding, is simply one
more option on the menu of sales law from which parties can select. Moreover, bargaining
around the CISG imposes no greater cost than the parties would incur were there no uniform
ISL. In that case, after all, parties would have to negotiate about which jurisdiction’s law should
govern their contract. Thus, the CISG adds no net costs and reduces them for parties who find
the CISG defaults desirable.
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This argument fails, however, because the option of contracting away from the CISG
default is not costless. To be sure, it is tempting to argue that a default rule that suits even a
smaller plurality of parties would at least save the costs of contracting in those cases. But
writing defaults for minority preferences imposes costs on all those parties who would prefer to
contract out. These costs are not trivial. Self-evidently, the benefits from having a rule that suits
only a plurality of parties will yield a lower social gain than a rule that satisfies a majority of
contracting parties. These more limited benefits are likely to be outweighed by the added cost to
the majority who must contract away from the default rather than draft their contract on a blank
slate.

In addition, courts tend to regard state-created defaults as presumptively fair or efficient
and this institutional bias further increases the cost of contracting out.135 Thus, disfavored
defaults impose a cost on the majority of contracting parties who wish to adopt any among a
range of specially designed alternatives.136 Furthermore, there are costs to a bad default rule
other than the costs related to bargaining around it. Parties may simply fail to bargain around the
CISG based on a perception that uniform ISL provides appropriate legal rules for all parties.
The very presence of formally uniform ISL provides the appearance of substantively uniform
rules. Thus, the existence of formal uniformity may lull unsophisticated parties into the belief
that their transaction is governed by substantively optimal defaults. In this event, sophisticated
parties who recognize the inferiority of the CISG to a domestic law may decline to opt out for
fear that their position will be seen as a signal of obstinacy or undesirable idiosyncrasy that
would scare off a potential trading partner.137
135
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Additionally, the presence of a default alters the calculus about whether to contract
around its defaults. The CISG may be inferior to the law of a particular state with respect to a
sales transaction. Nevertheless, the expected loss that materializes from selecting the CISG may
be less than the costs associated with bargaining for the alternative law. Assume, for instance,
that a party to a transaction estimates that a dispute with a 1% probability of materializing is
more likely to require $10,000 more in litigation costs under a vague or ambiguous CISG
provision than under an alternative sales law. Thus, the party has an incentive to bargain out of
the CISG and into the legal regime that avoids the more expensive dispute. Nevertheless,
because there is only a 1% probability that the dispute will materialize, the expected cost of
retaining the CISG (which will apply to the transaction unless the parties contract out) is only
$100. If it would cost the party in excess of $100 to opt out of CISG and into the other legal
regime, then CISG will be retained as the governing law. But that only means that the CISG’s
status as a default for ISL provides it with an artificial advantage unrelated to its merits, because
any other regime requires parties to incur the costs of contracting out. Of course, any default,
including the domestic law that would be selected by choice of law rules in the CISG’s absence,
suffers the same advantage. But that fact only emphasizes the need to ensure that the default
governing law minimizes the types of costs that we have attributed to the CISG.

Finally, commercial parties may have preferences over the interpretive style that
accompanies a particular sales law regime. Interpretive styles for commercial law vary from
those that invite contextual readings of contract language to those that caution interpreters to
apply the “plain meaning” of written contract language unless the parties have specified
otherwise. Tribunals that follow the former strategy retain significantly more latitude to
construe, from all available sources, the intent of the parties. One of us has previously argued

Rules Analysis, 3 S.Cal. Interdis. L. J. 59,70 (1993). Russell Korobkin provides some experimental evidence that an
endowment effect leads parties to ascribe disproportionate value to the existing default rules. Russell Korobkin, The
Status Quo Bias and Contract Default Rules, 83 Cornell L. Rev. 608 (1998). Kathryn Spier argues that a proposed
opt out may send a negative signal about hidden information concerning the proposer’s type. Kathryn E. Spier,
Incomplete Contracts and Signaling, 23 Rand J. Econ. 432 (1992). For a review of the literature and a proposal that
the psychological aversion to proposed opt outs is even more pervasive than has been conventionally understood, see
Omri Ben-Shahar & John Pottow, On the Stickiness of Default Rules (mimeo 2005).
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that most commercial parties would prefer the latter interpretive style.138 This is because any
increments in accuracy that are gained from the contextual style come at the cost of significantly
higher litigation expenses. Consequently, most commercial parties are content to stand on the
written contract most of the time.139 Parties to international transactions, where the scope of
trade usage or other contextual evidence is likely to be more contestable (and more costly to
contest), are even more likely to prefer textualist interpretive strategies.140

The CISG, on the other hand, appears to endorse the contextual interpretive style. We
say “appears to” because the history and effect of the relevant Article are uncertain, and the
intentions of the drafters are unclear from the language of the Article itself. 141 Article 8(3)
provides that “[i]n determining the intent of a party [to a contract] . . . due consideration is to be
given to all relevant circumstances of the case including the negotiations, any practices which
the parties have established between themselves, [and trade] usages . . . .” Because this language
only obliquely refers to extrinsic evidence of the type that common law lawyers would look for
in order to discern the interpretive style adopted by the CISG,142 commercial parties and their
legal advisors could easily fail to comprehend the effects of such a directive. Nevertheless,
courts appear systematically to have concluded that the CISG displaces the parol evidence rule
and invites contextual interpretation. If affected commercial parties would prefer a plain
meaning regime as the default interpretive style, then Article 8(3) as applied is inconsistent with
those preferences. While parties who were aware of that regime could simply opt out,143 the
need to do so raises all the cost considerations just discussed. Moreover, the inconclusiveness
138
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of Article 8(3) may lead some parties erroneously to adopt the CISG for their contract unaware
that doing so simultaneously adopts an interpretive style contrary to their preferences.

These considerations do not, however, argue for abandoning CISG as a source of
governing law. The presence of an internationally acceptable ISL does confer some benefits.
For instance, the international development of CISG provides assurances to parties that the law
is unlikely to contain highly peculiar provisions that could serve as traps for the unwary or
authorize commercially unreasonable conduct. The auspices of the United Nations, in short,
provides a “Good Housekeeping” seal that domestic laws, especially laws of nations that are not
major trading nations, cannot easily replicate. This is a valuable signal. But its value may be
captured by allowing parties to transactions that would otherwise be governed by more
suspicious domestic law to opt into the CISG, rather than by denominating it as the default law
for all ISL.

CONCLUSION
In many respects the drafting process of the CISG exemplifies all of the problems with
the creation of sales law default rules by quasi-private legislative bodies. These bodies suffer
from the same deficits as ordinary legislative bodies but, in addition, lack many of the
constraints on legislative behavior that mediate the product of ordinary legislatures. Where the
products of this drafting process are rules governing commercial sales transactions, there is no
reason to expect interest group competition to emerge and influence the process, either
negatively or positively. Parties to commercial sales transactions are both buyers and sellers,
and thus there is little risk that one group or class will be distributionally disadvantaged over
another. But, by the same token, the absence of interest group pressure generates a legislative
product that is shaped primarily by the motivations and incentives of the drafters themselves. In
the case of international sales law, the incentives to maximize initial adoptions generate default
rules that are formally uniform but whose substantive terms are vague and ambiguous.
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Commercial parties value clarity and predictability, which they can achieve in their contracts by
carefully drafted combinations of bright line rules coupled with broader standards. The
promulgation of many vague default terms is inconsistent with the need to balance standards
with rules. Thus, commercial parties frequently will opt out of the CISG’s vague terms. This, in
turn, will undermine one of the principal goals of a uniform ISL–to reduce the legal knowledge
costs associated with different rules governed by different legal regimes. In the case of the
CISG, the lack of meaningful uniformity is exacerbated by the failure to create interpretive
mechanisms that, over time, might have given substantive content to the vague default standards.

The upshot is a treaty whose provisions are likely to become less and less useful as time
goes on. Indeed, we predict that CISG ultimately will lose out in competition with alternative
legal regimes. The most likely competitors are prominent domestic law systems that offer the
kinds of substantive rules preferred by commercial parties. Should that prediction materialize,
then CISG would simply remain as a costly impediment to the sort of harmonization that has
occurred in the common law of contracts in the United States. In the United States, a natural
experiment with multiple common law regimes has shown that economic and cultural forces
over time produce a remarkable degree of harmonization around substantively uniform rules of
contract law. It is unlikely that this phenomenon is unique to the American experience.
Powerful market forces push toward harmonization across diverse cultures and jurisdictions.
These market forces and not the normative preferences of bureaucrats and academic reformers
will determine the ultimate shape of international sales law.
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